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Regents name search, coordinating committee

Presidential selection process underway

race to the bottom of the giant slide In
WHEEEE — Two fair
the midway of the Murraqoway County Jaycee Fair, which concluded Saturday at the Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By MATT SANDERS
Managing Editor
The search for a new president
for Murray State University has
begun officially.
In a special meeting Saturday,
the university's board of regents
moved that a presidential search,
to replace Dr. Constantine Curris
whose contract will not renewed
after June 30, 1983, begin immediately and "be national in
scope.'' The search, screening and
selection process will be conducted by members of the board
of regents.
The regents set Oct. 1 as the
deadline for filing all applications
for the position. Applicants will be
narrowed down to 10 on Nov. 13.
The 10 finalists will be reduced to
five on Jan. 15, 1983, with the naming of the new president scheduled
for Feb. 26.
As of the 10 a.m. meeting time
Saturday, no applications for the
presidency had been received by
the university or by any regents.
A preliminary deadline of Sept.
15 to file applications had been
discussed by several regents at a
June 24 selection process meeting
in Bowling Green. However,
several regents and faculty
members in attendance Saturday
felt that deadline should be extended since many institutions do
not begin classes until late
September.
Several other recommendations
from the June 24 meeting were
considered at Saturday's meeting.
Ron Christopher, Murray,
regents chairman; Sara Page,
Paducah: Steve West, Murray,
faculty regent; Alan Whitehouse,
Owensbero, student regent; and
Bill Morgan, Benton, volunteered
to serve on the presidential search
and coordinating committee. All
regents were eligible to serve on
the volunteer search and coor-

Reagan signs emergency spending bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan has signed a $5.5
billion emergency spending bill
after vetoing two larger versions
earlier this summer, a White
House spokesman said today.
The spokesman, Larry Speakes,
said Reagan signed the measure
Sunday night after returning from
a weekend at the presidential
retreat at Camp David, Md.
The money appropriated by the

bill is needed to keep thousands of
federal employees on the job and
to continue money for student
loans, food stamps and other programs.
The House approved the compromise bill 389-13 Thursday and
the Senate accepted it 91-6.
Reagan had vetoed two previous
emergency spending bills he
deemed too costly, but his aides
had said in advance the third,

Mayfield man drowns here;
body found by rescue squad
A Mayfield man, 27-year-old
Halbert Veatch, was the victim of
a Saturday evening drowning
while swimming near Wildcat
Creek on Blood River in Calloway
County.
According to Kentucky State
Police Trooper Richard Wright,
Veatch was last seen in the water
at approximately 6 p.m.
Following several hours of dragging, his body was recovered by

members of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad at 7:48 a.m.
Sunday morning.
"The death was ruled accidential drowning," according to Tommy Walker, county coroner.
Workers from the Calloway,
Marshall, and Graves County
Sheriff's Departments along with
the Water Patrol, and the Kentucky State Police assisted in the
rescue attempts.

trimmed-down version would be
acceptable. The battle over the
supplemental appropriations had
kept the congressional appropriations process at a virtual standstill
since March.
The emergency measure was
needed because more that a dozen
federal agencies and major
domestic programs would not
have have enough money to keep
operating until Sept. 30, the end of
the fiscal year, without it.
Officials at the departments of
Treasury, Labor, Health and
Human Services, Commerce and
Education and several independent agencies said they would
have had to furlough thousands of
employees later this month if the
stalemate were not broken.
The bill includes $2.4 billion for
sewer construction, $1.3 billion for
guaranted student loans, $1 billion
for food stamps and $81.6 million
to continue processing of Social
Security checks.
It also includes repeal of the $75a-day audit-proof tax deduction
that Congress voted itself last
year.

NEWEST REGENT — Alan Whitehouse, Owensboro, newly-elected president of Student Government
Association, receives his oath of office as a member of the Murray State University Board of Regents Saturday from Patsy Dyer,secretary to the board.
dinating committee, which is to
meet every other Tuesday at 5:15
p.m. in the board room of Wells
Hall. .
The committee's responsibilities are to determine publications in which advertisements appear and length of ads, to draft letters inviting nominations, to
prepare a list of institutions or
agencies) inviting nominations, to
draft a letter inviting applicants
as a result of referral, to determine outside consulting firm, to
draft suggested evaluation rating
form and to draft a letter informing unsuccessful applicants.
Page felt the board of regents
should personally contact several
individuals it feels qualified for
the position. Her reasoning was
that some persons would only consider a personal invitation instead
of an advertisment.
The board also authorized the
chairman and the secretary of the
regents to perform any
ministerial function incidental to
the work of the search, screening
and selection process. The chairman also was authorized to formulate guidelines to expedite the
screening and selection process
with the board secretary and
university attorney.
Budget for the presidential
search was set at approximately
$50,000 plus authorized consulting
fees. According to Jim Hall, vice
president for administrative services and treasurer of the board

hot and humid
Today hot and humid with a
50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs in the upper 80s to low 90s. South winds 5
to 15 miles an hour. Tonight
partly cloudy, a 30 percent
chance of thunderstorms with
lows in the low 70s. South winds
5 to 10 miles an hour. Tuesday
continued hot and humid with a
30 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs from
around 90 to the mid 90s. South
winds 5 to 15 miles an hour.
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SUMMER PICNIC — Patients of the long-term cars unit of the Mnrray-Calloway Coy Boilitaand their
famWes were treated to a picnic lunch on the hospital grounds. Approximately 120 attended the event, which
Is hoped to be an annual event. Cindy Ragxiale, hospital social worker-activities director, coordinated the
picnic
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who formulated the budget, the
(See Page 2for a copy of a sugbudget was based on budgets used gested advertisement. I
by other universities in similar
-We are going to advertise nacircumstances. The money is to
tionwide," Christopher said. "We
come from the operating reserve
are going for the best possible candidate whether on campus in this
of the university and is not allotted
in the overall budget.
state or in California..."
The operating reserve totals
Dr. Charles Howard, Mayfield,
$2.7 million and is used by the the lone regent who was on the
board when Curris was named
university at the discretion of the
regents, Hall said.
president in 1973, said he felt from
According to the budget,$10,000 past experiences that one regent
each was set aside for secretary should be designated as
and consultants,$20,000 for travel, spokesman for the regents to
$5,000 for advertising and inter- media and others on arising matview expense, $1,500 for ters of the entire search process.
telephone, $500 for office supplies, The board voted to make
$1,000 for printing and $1,250 for Christopher the spokesman.
equipment rental.
University officials appointed to
After some discussion, the assist all individuals and groups
search and coordinating commit- with the selection process include
tee decided it would be best to the vice president for adadvertise in the Chronicle of ministrative services and
Higher Education, Wall Street treasurer of the board, director of
Journal and the educational edi- personnel, affirmative action oftion of the New York Times. ficer and director of information
Members also gave some discus- and public services.
Regents also agreed that an adsion to placing ads in newspapers
in Los Angeles, Washington, visory committee, with the purDallas, New Orleans and Chicago. pose of making recommendations
to Murray State's goals, objec(Continued On Page 3)

Warrants pending
against two men
following abduction
No bond has been set and other
warrants currently are pending
against two Calloway County men
arrested and charged with kidnapping following the abduction of a
Murray resident, according to a
spokesman for the Murray City
Police Department.
Lodged in the Murray-Calloway
County Jail Saturday were Leon
JaMes Gray,24, of Coldwater, and
Raymond P. Kendall, Rt, 2, Murray.
According to reports filed, the
two men allegedly abducted Kevin
Cole on Main Street Friday evening. The two men were arrested
shortly thereafter.
Robert L. Myers, 1313
Sycamore, Murray, was arrested
Friday evening following an apparent altercation in the Stewart
Stadium parking lot near the campus of Murray State University.
According to the police
spokesman, Myers, 53, allegedly
assaulted Fred Shelton, 220 S.
15th, with a hand ax.
Myers is currently lodged in the
Murray-Calloway County jail.

Five-phase signal
to be turned on
The new five-phase signal light
at the intersection of U.S.
Highway 641 North and Highway
121 Bypass will be turned on Friday at 10 a.m.
This tnnouncement was
by Jack Edwards of the Kentucky
Department of Transportation.
Edwards said this will•be a full
stop and go light with turning arrows for Highway 121 and for
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center.
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IN THE GRIP— Jerry Caldwell
blistered the Oaks Country Club
course with a 12runder-par 133
total to win the annual OCC Men's
Invitational golf title Saturday
and Sunday. For story and photos
concerning the weekend tournament, please turn to today's sports
section. Pages 8-9
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Administration seeks advice
on Middle East from Kissinger
By TERENCE HUNT
Amociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration,searching
for a formula to defuse the widening crisis in the Middle East, is
seeking advice from onetime shuttle diplomacy master Henry A.
Kissinger and consulting with
Arab and Israeli ambassadors
and foreign ministers.
President Reagan and
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz will confer at the White
House Tuesday with Prince Saud
al Faisal, foreign minister of
Saudi Arabia, and Abdul Halirn
Khaddam, foreign minister of
Syria.
Reagan was to confer today
with the National Security Council.
The administration has turned
to the Arab world for help in finding a haven for the estimated
8,000 Palestine Liberation
Organization guerrillas bottled up
in west Beirut by Israel's invasion
force.
While Reagan has offered to
send American forces to Lebanon

to aid in the evacuation of PLO
fighters, no Arab country has offered the PLO refuge. In letters to
the leaders of Saudi Arabia. Egypt
and Syria, Reagan has asked for
constructive ideas about the resettlement issue
For their part, the Saudi and
Syrian ministers plan to tell
Reagan of their concern about
Lebanon.
Lebanon radio said the
Lebanese government expects
Reagan to try to persuade Syria to
take the guerrillas on a temporary
basis, despite Syria's public insistence the PLO should remain in
Lebanon.
Dutch radio quoted Khaddam,
during a stopover in Amsterdam,
as saying his country is willing to
admit the PLO's leaders but won't
shelter the 8,000 rank-and-file
fighters.
Khaddam reiterated Syria's
position that it was not in the
PLO's best interest to leave
Lebanon and said he would ask
Reagan to "exert real pressure"
on Israel to withdraw its troops,
Dutch radio said.
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Returning from • vreakend at
Camp David, Reagan said Sundey
the administration had turned to
Kissinger and other outside experts for their advice about the
Middle East, which also is inflamed by the Iran-Iraq war.
"There have been no decisions
or plans or anything of that kind,"
Reagan said, when asked if he
would tap the former secretary of
state for a special mission to the
Middle East.
Secretary of State Shultz held a
lengthy meeting Saturday with
Kissinger. Reagan said Shultz and
National Security Adviser
William P. Clark had "asked a
few people like that to come in and
have a meeting and get their
thoughts on what's going on."
Shultz, who was sworn in to office Friday, also met with Israeli
Ambassador Moshe Arens and
Egyptian Ambassador Ashraf
Ghorbal on Saturday .
Reagan also said the administration was studying Israel's
response to repeated U.S. questions about the alleged use of
American-made cluster bombs in
the invasion of Lebanon.
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Regents...
(Continued From Page 1)
byes and missions for the next Government Association, presidecade, should be appointed. The dent of the Murray State Alumni
group's recommendations, to be Association, two representatives
presented to the board by Sept. n, of the non-academic personnel
is to have bearing on the regents' university staff to be selected by a
final selection.
vote of the Non-Academic PersonThe group is to be headed by nel Committee, director of the
Regent Jere McCuLston, Trenton. West Kentucky Educational
The committee will consist of Cooperative, president of
president and vice president of the Associated Industries of KenFaculty Senate, vice president tucky, representative selected by
and treasurer of the Student Kentucky Farm Bureau and a

Board suggests advertisement
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is what the board of regents
termed a "basic idea" for a newspaper advertisement for the position of president of Murray State.)
The Board of Regents of Murray State Universtiy invites applications and nominations for the position of President of Murray State
University.
Murray State University is a four-year state supported institution
located on a 238 acre main campus in Murray, Kentucky, with a
teaching faculty of 360 and an enrollment of approximately 7500
students.
The president is the chief executive officer of the University and
reports directly to its Board of Regents. The President works closely
with the faculty, staff, students, alumni, and the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education.
Murray State University is committed to academic excellence and
to this end places a high value on academic freedom and its goal of
providing programs and opportunities which reflect student needs.
The Board of Regents in making its selection will be guided by
qualities reflecting both administrative and academic proficiency
and experience. An earned doctorate or equivalent professional
degree together with significant administrative experience in higher
education is desirable.
All applications, whether made directly or pursuant to a nomination, must be received no later than October 1, 1982. It is anticipated
that the successful applicant will assume the duties of president on
July 1, 1983.
Applications and nominations should be sent to: M. Ronald
Christopher, Chairman, Board of Regents, Murray State University,
University Station, Murray,KY 42071.
Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

representative chosen by West
Kentucky Building and Trades
Council.
Saturday's meeting was a
special meeting by the board and
not on the regular schedule.
Curris was out of town and did
not attend the meeting.
The need for the search began
when, on a 5-4-1 decision May 22,
the regents voted not to renew
Curris' contract when it expires
June 30, 1983.
Prior to the start of the meeting,
Whitehouse, newly-elected Student Government Association
president, received his oath of office as a regent.

Murder-suicide
claims two
Marshall residents

WEST KENTUCKY HISTORY — Highlights of the history of West Kentucky are shown on display at the
People's Bank. To be exhibited a couple more weeks, the display is a joint effort of the history department at
Murray State University and TVA's Land Between The Lakes and is funded by the Kentucky Humanities
Council. Specific highlights include Calloway and Trigg County history and where the pioneers settled. They
came to the Jackson Purchase from tobacco regions including Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee and other
part of Kentucky.
Staff photo by Ray Mac Edwards

Ruling to allow public schools
to charge handicapped students
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
state attorney general's office
said today that public schools may
charge fees to handicapped
students.
The 1982 General Assembly
repealed a four-year-old law that
had prohibited the charging of
fees to public school children.
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Raymond Barber said
that several school districts asked
his office about the legality of
charging fees to handicapped
children in light of various provisions of the federal handicapped
children laws.
Assistant Deputy Attorney

Two Marshall County residents
are dead following an apparent
murder-suicide Saturday evening.
According -to Marshall County
Sheriff Brian Roy, 48-year-old
Sampson Dees, and his 45-year-old
wife Nancy, died sometime between the hours of 6:30 — 9:30 p.m.
at their residence on Route 7 Benton.
According to Sheriff Roy, Dees
allegedly shot his wife with a highpowered rifle while in their home.
He then went to a carport area and
shot himself.
The bodies of the two were
discovered at approximately 9:30
p.m. by their daughter.
LONDON (AP) — Buckingham
The incident is currently under
investigation by Roy,and deputies Palace intruder Michael Fagan
LeRoy Henderson and Charlie was charged today with stealing a
half-finished bottle of wine from
Smith,
the palace on June 7, and
authorities described Fagan as
driven to irrationality by a
deteriorating marriage.
State prosecutor Stephen
Wooler said that although it was
"well-known" that Fagan entered
Queen Elizabeth ll's bedroom as
she slept on July 9 there was "no
evidence of any state of mind by
this defendant which would render
his trespass a criminal offense."
Under English law, trespass is a

CALL US TODAY!
Take advantage of
these new features:

LONGER TERMS. We can also offer
you longer term, up to 120 months.
Which means your monthly payments
can be affordably low, even on very
large amounts.

• LOANS OVER $10,000
• LONGER TERMS
•LOWER MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Soft, 2, 1.1-Air Shopping Ceater
Pima. 753-5573

Chenoweth said the Education
of the Handicapped Act does include a section noting that the
term "at no cost" does not
preclude incidental fees which are
normally charged to nonhandicapped students as part of the regular
education program.
Chenoweth said he feels the
term incidental fees is sufficiently
broad to encompass the type of
fees that will most likely be charged under the 1982 law, such as
locker rentals.
But Chenoweth also issued a
warning that "a very close
scrutiny of the charges to be made
by a school district will be required regarding each handicapped child."
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Royal palace intruder charged today

WHEN A
$10(II) WAN
WONT CUT THE toEx-offi
cials
monitor
MUSTARD, CALL records
Us
FOR
mORE1
NOW . . a new state law
allows us to lend you more than
$10,000. And that's good news! Because. let face it, when you've got big
money needs, $10,000 Just won't cut
the rnagtard.

General Robert Chenoweth said
his review of the appropriate
federal laws leads him to believe
that "there is no prohibition in
charging a fee to the parents of a
handicapped child that will be
charged to the parents of a nonhandicapped student as a part of
the regular education program."
However, Chenoweth said a fee
may not be charged if it relates
solely to the fulfillment of the handicapped child's individual
educatioinal program.
The Education of the Handicapped Act and the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 require states to provide "a
free appropriate public education" to handicapped children to
qualify for federal funds.
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WASHINGTON ( AP) — Sixteen
former government officials are
joining forces to monitor the civil
rights records of Congress and the
administration and raise a cry
when they sense an abandonment
of the government's commitment
to fight bias.
The privately financed and
bipartisan panel, which includes
four former Cabinet members,
was assembled by Arthur S. Flemming, 77, a Republican who was
removed by President Reagan
last November as chairman of the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
He held that post for seven years.
The idea is for the group to
oversee the government's enforcement of laws barring
discrimination on the basis of
race, sex, religion, ethnic
background, age or physical handicap.
The expectation is that the
prestige of the members will be
enough to command attention
when they comment on what they
find.
Flemming veld the creatio.,
the group was prompted by
"regressive actions taken by the
Reagan administration and Congress which jeopardize the gains
made by minorities, women and
poor people over the past two
decades."

civil, not a criminal offense.
Fagan was also charged with
stealing a car on June 16 and
assaulting his stepson on June 26.
Fagan, 30, asserted he was the
son of Nazi war criminal Rudolf
Hess, who has been in prison since
1941 when he flew to Britain from
Germany.
Wooler told Bow Street
Magistrates Court the earlier
palace break-in in which Fagan
stole the wine "was one of a series
of irrational acts on his part connected with a deterioration in his
matrimonial situation."
Fagan, wearing socks and no
shoes on his feet, told the court he
wanted -nothing to do with" his
court-appointed lawyer, Maurice
Nadeem, who referred to him as
"an unbalanced young man."
Addressing Magistrate Ronald
Bartle, Nadeem said, -Let us
remember what this case is about.
It does not relate to the later incident when my client was in the
queen's bedroom."
From the dock, Fagan shouted:
"I told you not to mention
anything about the queen's
bedroom. I don't want her name
brought into it. I would rather
plead guilty than have her name
mentioned in court."

Scotland Yard Detective
Superintendent Trever LloydHughes objected to bail on
grounds he should be held in
custody for his own protection, he
might fail to appear in court and
he might commit further offenses.
Nadeem said to Lloyd-Hughes:
"I understand he has severe
domestic problems." Fagan's
parents shouted "Not now!" from
the rear of the courtroom.

Concert in the
park is slated
The Murray State University
Summer Community Band will
present its Third Annual Concertin-the-Park on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The program, to be staged on
the Depot Dock at the new CityCounty Park, will be conducted by
Dr. Gerald L. Welker, director of
bands at the University. The 45
member Band includes area high
school and college musicians as
well as a number of townspeople.
Marches, popular selections,
and Highlights from "The King
and I" will be included in the program. The public is cordially invited and there is no admission
charge.

Iraq, Iran making claims
as countries continue fight
By The Associated Press
Iraq claimed it killed, captured
or expelled 100,000 Iranian troops
for the second time since they
crossed its border six days ago,
but Iran claimed its legions
regrouped inside Iraq after inflicting "crushing blows" on the Iraqi!.
The official Iraqi News Agency
said Sunday that 2,300 Iranians
were' killed and a large number
were captured in fighting during
the previous 24 hours near Basra,
Iraq's second largest city 15 miles
from the southwest Iranian
border The agency said surviving
Iranian invaders stampeded in
panic for home

Two days after Iran's forces invaded on Tuesday, the Iraqis also
claimed they had routed them.
Iraq later conceded fighting still
raged on its territory but contended its forces were driving the Iranians back.
Iraq claimed Sunday it crushed
the invaders after luring them into
an ambush and counter-attacking
fiercely with ground troops and
helicopter gunships.
Iran's official Islamic Republic
News Agency said Sunday night
that Iranian forces were
solidating positions inside Iraq
after inflicting "crushing blows,"
killing or wounding 850 troops and
destroying 116 tanks in "moppingup operations "
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Capitol Hill has never been immune to scandal,
but the stories circulating about sex and drugs involving members of Congress and teenage pages
are especially repugnant. The big question is
whether the stories are true, and if so, who is involved.
The Justice Department and other law enforcement agencies so far have not been able to tie down
the allegations to specific cases. We trust they are
not wasting any time in their effort to clear the air.
Charges of improper conduct suspicion unfairly on
the entire Congress and its staff.
A body of 435 representatives and 100 senators
will have its quota of human failings, even if the
people we elect to Congress are presumed to be a
cut above average. The after-hours peccadilloes of
congressmen are one thing. Cocaine-dealing and
homosexual acts with page boys in the Capitol and
its offices are quite another.
The House Ethics Committee promises to look into this latest embarrassment. Both houses of Congress should tate the occasion to review the arrangements for Supervision of Capitol pages. The
employment of youngsters to run errands for the
House and Senate has a long and honorable tradition, but if the moral atmosphere in which they
work is as bad as is now suspected, something's got
to change.

by robert novak & rolond evens

inside report

If friends get free ride, 'you've got a friend'
WASHINGTON—Just before the
Senate budget resolution demanded
$100 billion in new taxes last month,
Majority Leader Howard Baker went
to China with his wife, six aides, the
Senate photographer—and a key lobbyist conducting a ferocious weapons
fight on Capitol Hill.
Junketing senators, even in the
worst of economic times, are scarcely news in Washington. What has
raised eyebrows"As the presence at
taxpayers' expense of J.S.1 Stan)
Kirnmitt, vice president for government affairs of Hughes Helicopters,
Inc., and his charming wife. Hughes
is stuggling for congressional funding to pay rising bills for the costly
AH64 Apache attack helicopter.
Kimmitt, secretary of the Senate
until the Republicans took over last
year, was breveted as a Baker "consultant." In fact, Baker was fulfilling
a promise to take a dear old friend to
China. Kimmitt is a Democrat, but
the bipartisan old boy network is

open for business on Capitol Hill
regardless of austerity demands an
the public.
Baker's mission to Peking was certainly legitimate: smooth the ruffled
feathers in Mainland China. The
doubt starts with his U.S. Air Force
planeload of companions. The cost of
the Air Force 107 jet, together with
in-flight and per diem expenses during the stay in China, came to a tidy
$236,000—all of it out of taxpayer
pockets.
Aides blessed by this beneficence
included the new secretary of the
Senate and Baker's East Tennessee
field director. Kimmitt made the party "as a consultant,"according to a
Baker aide, because 'he went on the
original (China trips''of previous
Senate leaders.
Actually, China was as new to Kimmitt as to Baker. When Senate
secretary, he had indeed been
scheduled to accompany then-Senate
Minority Leader Baker to Peking.
That trip was canceled. but Baker

Spending opposed
Congress is beginning to realize that the
American people don't want more new federal programs and bigger spending plans, but it isn't yet
convinced.
The Farm Bureau provides evidence: It told a
House subcommittee it opposed a $13 million 5-year
program under which the secretary of agriculture
would recruit, select and train volunteers to assist
farmers who want to use organic farming methods.
Organic farming in some respects is the oldest
kind. Much has been learned in recent years about
improving its techniques. In some places and certain circumstances, organic methods may yield
better results than conventional methods.
Alert farmers already know much about these
facts, from agricultural publications and other
sources. The Farm Bureau says the volunteers program merely would be a "federal expense account"
for persons who want to travel about the country
grinding their own axes in the organic cause.
Organic farming will expand if and where it is
proved worthwhile, without this special program.
The thousands of tax-paid county agricultural
agents around the nation probably know a lot about
it already. They can learn, at any rate, without an
army of volunteers bouncing into their bailiwicks at
our expense.
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If so, ex-Senate secretary Kinunitt
will find many friends there besides
Howard Baker. Two Hughes political
action committees directed by Kim
mitt funneled $67,670 into the war
chests of 54 Senate candidates between 1979 and 1982.
No less important is the good
fellowship between warm, amiable
Stan Kimmitt and the lawmakers.
Walter Pincus of the Washington
Post reported in March about Kimmitt's hunting trip for two members
of the House Appropriations Committee just before they voted on the
Apache. No more was said about the
Apache while shooting elk in Montana than in traveling across China.
The way the congressional old boy
network functions, actions speak
louder than words.

Heartline is a service for senior ferent items,as follows:
1. The "Energy-Conservation
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you Credit" is given for purchases of
have a question or a problem not storm or thermal windows or doors,
answered in these columns, write to weather-stripping, caulking, insulaHeartline, 114 East Dayton St., West tion, flue-modification devices that
Alexandria, OH 45381. You will improve home heating efficiency,
receive a prompt reply, but must in- furnace replacement burners,
clude a self-addressed, stamped energy-saving furnace-ignition
envelope. The most useful replies systems, meters showing the cost of
energy used and energy-saving therwill be printed in this column.
mostats.
HEARTLINE: We are an elderly
2. The Renewable-Energy-Source
couple, living on Social Security, a
small private pension and interest Credit covers money you spend on
from our savings. We are among solar collectors ( but not other solarthose who are trying very hard to energy equipments) or windcope with the ever-increasing cost of powered or geothermal energy
gas and electricity. We have a small systems. No other purchases qualify.
home, but I'm afraid that it is not
We have seen many products provery energy efficient and we are
moted which are supposed to qualify
planning to improve insulation and
under the energy tax credit regulamake a few other improvements . tioaS WIIIC.11,4
not. Some these probefore winter which might help to
ducts F,e aluminum .siding, woodlower our utility
HOweVer, büiiiing
fireplaces added to
because money is also a main conyour home, heat pumps, window
cern, we want to make im- awnings, insulating window shades
provements which will be entitle us
and draperies and greenhouses addto the energy tax credits on our in- ed to your home.
come taxes. Can you tell us what
Before you buy anything, obtain a
items are included and where we
copy of Publication 903, Energy
might get literature from the governCredits for Individuals, from your
ment which confirms what you tell
nearest Internal Revenue Service ofus? W.F.
fice. There is no charge for this
ANSWER: At least you are starpublication.
ting in the right direction. Since the
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare help
spring and summer months are the
pay for plastic surgery? K.J.
ones in which most people improve
ANSWER: Only if the plastic
their homes, many are being sold
surgery is needed to restore function,
products which are supposed to
qualify for the energy tax credit, but correct a malformation or to repair
in fact, do not. There are really two damage from an accident (such as a
energy tax credits, each covering dif- severe burn

AL

Pipeline: right line
The plan to carry Mexican natural gas to Mexican customers via a pipeline padding through the
United States is a fine example of how our two countries can cooperate to their mutual benefit in
developing energy resources.
Access to natural gas supplies could be a boon to
economic development in Baja California, but
would require a major investment in a pipeline
stretching from gas fields in central Mexico to Mexicali and Tijuana. That cost can be avoided under
the plan emerging from meetings of energy and
utility officials from both sides of the border.
The Mexican gas would be sent through an existing pipeline to the Texas border, then across the
southwestern United States in existing pipelines to
the San Diego area. San Diego Gas & Electric Co.
would provide a short link to deliver the gas to the
border, recovering the cost from transportation
charges paid by customers in Mexico.
The plan is all the more attractive because gas
can flow both ways in the link between San Diego
and Baja. There is a possibility that oil and gas exploration in the Sea of Cortez eventually will give
Baja a gas supply of its own, with a surplus to export across the border.
The U.S. regulatory agencies, which must approve the proposed pipeline link, should act expeditiously. If all goes well, natunal gas can be flowing into Baja California within two or three years.

$73 million of the $760 million approved by the House for 48 Apaches.
The issue is now in conference but
almost certainly will come before the
Senate again.
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promised that some day they would
climb the Great Wall together. He
was true to his word.
A Baker aide said Kimmitt reimbursed the government for Mrs. Kimmitt, but that is only partially correct. He paid $150 for her in-flight
food and beverages and $450 for per
diem expenses. But as the wife of a
retired coloned, she traveled free on
the Air Force place on a "space
available" basis.
-Never once," Kinunitt told us,
"did I ever profess (during the trip)
to be anything other than a member
of Sen. Baker's party." That meant
no business for Hughes Helicopters in
the Forbidden City (and in fact the
Chinese are improbable customers
for Apache attack helicopters).
What Baker and Kimmitt ignore is
the propriety of the majority leader
making a temporary staffer out of a
lobbyist for a project whose
escalating cost has generated rising
opposition in the Senate. The Senate
has deferred until next year all but

capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) —
Whatever the wisdom of Steve
Beshear's early announcement he
will run for lieutenant governor next
year, it can be viewed as a refreshing
change from the coy attitude of a
number of non-candidates for top
state offices.
"I think people are getting a little
tired of uncandidates," quipped
Beshear, the attorney general, when
he decided not to wait until after the
November elections. That's the
reason most used by others to avoid
any public commitment to run.
How any "premature" announcement for public office might affect
the generally lackluster congressional races in the fall is not too
clear.
Nonetheless, Lt. Gov. Martha
Layne Collins and Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane are the non candidates in the Democratic gubernatorial primary.
Sloane hasn't even announced his
state campaign chairman, who
everyone knows will be House
Speaker Bobby Richardson of
Glasgow, barring the unexpected.
Human Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo, the third prospect at
the moment, has genuine reason to
avoid any announcement — he is not
sure he will enter the race.
Stumbo also was candid enough to
concede that if U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford became a gubernatorial candidate — and Ford announced recently he would not — then Stumbo would
consider his own candidacy futile.
Stumbo, who has resigned his
Human Resources post effective
Nov. 15, has not precluded the
possibility he might run for lieutenant governor if the outlook for victory in the top contest seems dim.
Apparently he will have plenty of
company before it's over. The lieutenant governor's race in the past
decade has been attracting a large
cluster of candidates.
The post is largely titular and not
very useful in the nitty-gritty of state

by sy ramsey
government achievements.
But it does carry with it the leadership of the Senate during a legislative
session and, more importantly, has
been a springboard for a later jump
to the governorship.
With Beshear already in the contest and Stumbo a possibility, there
are two other non-candidates in the
wings.
George Atkins, secretary of the
cabinet in the administration of Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., has indicated he
will run and strengthened that with
an informal annoucement last week
at Somerset.
He said he would leave the administration in that event, probably
after the November elections.
Whatever platform Atkins adopts
— and personalities rather than platforms seem to count in lieutenant
governor races — Atkins will be
perceived as irrevocably linked to
the Brown administration.
Obversely, Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II, the other
non-candidate, will be seen as
adamantly anti-Brown because of his
lengthy and successful battle to keep
the administration from dismantling
part of his agency.
There also is the matter of sexual
harassment charges filed by two
female employees against Barkley
and two other Agriculture officials, a
case which became a sort of nonfiction soap opera on Kentucky
Education Television when the entire
Personnel Board hearing was broadcast.
It could be a red herring if it comes
up during the campaign. Barkley
blames Brown for the alleged
mischief, although the governor
keeps inglsting to reporters that he
opposed that type of coverage and
regrets it still.
With Atkins seen as a legacy of the
current administration and Barkley
viewed as an underdog victim,
Beshear is likely to hug the middle
ground if all become the top three
contenders.

looking back
Ten years ago
Mrs. Laveda (Topsy) Brandon was
honored at a retirement dinner at
Kenlake Hotel. She retired June 30
after 21 years with Agricultural
Stablilization and Conservation Services with offices in Swann Building,
Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Pearl Woodall, 73, Collie Henderson,
68, Cecil Randolph Ryan,85, and Roy
Adams,67.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob McHood will
celebrate their golden anniversary
on July 23. Their marriage date was
Dec. 21, 1921, but the celebration was
postponed due to illness.
Lynn Grove Roller Rink will open
July 21, according to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Windsor and son, Randy,
owners and operators.
Twenty years ago
Don Oliver, J.W. Evans, Tommy
Lassiter, Ken Keel, Danny Kemp and
Bobby Marshall, officers of Murray
College High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America, with advior, C.L. Eldridge, attended Kentucky Leadership Training Center at
Hardinsburg.
Deaths reported include Elmer E.

Wilkinson,82.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Hood Jones on
July 16 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Cain on July 9.
Mr. and Mrs. James Witherspoon
and son, Joe Pat, have returned from
a visit with relatives in Aurora, Ill.
Thirty years ago
Henry L. Waldrop,son of Mrs. N.A.
Waldrop, is serving aboard the battleship, USS New Jersey, on a training cuise to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Dr. Price Doyle, head of the Fine
Arts Department, Murray State College, and national executive
secretary of Phi Mu Alpha Music
Fraternity, attended the fraternity's
32nd convention at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon West and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Melon Alexander,
both on July 14.

today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 19, the 200th
day of 1982. There are 165 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On July 19th, 1980, the Summer
Olympic games opened in Moscow
without the teams of 36 nations, in a
U.S.-called boycott to protest the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
On this date:
In 1553, Lady Jane Grey was deposed, and King Henry VIII's daughter
Mary was proclaimed Queen of
England.
In 1870, the Franco-Prussian war
began.
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Minden Road in Memphis,and she
has her studio in her home.
She invited Edwina and me for a
short visit to see her art work, and
It is truly beautiful. As one art
critic said of Sophie's work, "She
has picked up the essence of
southern ifostalgia."
Collectors of Sophie's original
oils include: Tennessee Governor
Winfield Dunn, Johnny Cash, Debbie Reynolds and Perry Como.
Some of my friends in Memphis
also have her paintings.
Yvonne (Mrs. John) Dobbs had
her do a special picture of Yvonne
and her four children to present to
her husband on his 50th birthday.
This picture is an original painting by Sophie and is the scene of a
fanciful presentation of the first
Shelby County Fair in 1856. This
picture is used on the cover for the
1981 Mid-South Fair Official
Guide.
also

You never know who you will
run into on the tennis court, and
the last person you expect to meet
is a famous artist. But, that did
happen to me last weekend when
Walt and I spent the fourth of July
holidays with Edwina and A.W.
Simmons.
Edwina had us an early morning tennis game with the wellknown Mid-South artist, Sophie
Coors.
Sophie is a recognized name in
Mid-South art circles. She has won

national fame and success for her
Delta paintings that have shown in
major cities throughout the country.
Both in Houston, Texas, Sophie
grew up in Memphis and began
her art training at the Memphis
Acadethy of Arts at the age of 8.
She later majored in art at Mt.
Vernon College in Washington,
D.C.
Sophie, her husband, Giles A.
Coors, Jr., and three children live
in an attractive eclectic home on

Golf play will be Wednesday at club
Ladies day golf will be
played Wednesday, July
21, at the Murray Country
Club. Anyone not listed or
anyone who cannot play
should call the golf
hostess, Inus On', 7538295.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. 1

9 a.m. — Betty Lowry,
Dorothy Fike, Venela
Sexton and Mary Bogard.
9:10 a.m. — Carol Hibbard, Betty Jo Purdom,
Frances Hulse and
Jerlene Sullivan.
9:20 a.m. — Diane
Villanova, Pam Mavity,
Euva Nell Gibbs and -Sue
Brown.
9:30 a.m. — Judy
Latimer, Evelyn Jones,
Faira Alexander and
Toni Hopson.
9:40 a.m. — Sue
Costello, Nancy Fandrich, Norma Frank and
Edith Garrison.

Tee No. 4
9 a.m. — Betty Scott,
Anna Mary Adams, Alice
Purdom and Freda Steely.
9:10 a.m. — Viginia
Schwettman, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Euldene
Robinson and Rowena
Cullom.
9:20 a.m. — Chris
Graham, Rebecca Irvan,
Ann Haney and Judy
Muehleman.
9:30 a.m. — Inus Orr,
Margaret Shuffett,
Cathryn Garrott and
Madelyn Lamb.
Tee No.7

COMING TO
PADUCAH
FOR THE SUMMER FESTIVAL
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TO CAMP
For children going to
camp, buy several pairs
of identical socks so there
will always be a matching pair even it a single
sock is lost.
AVOID GETTING WET
Avoid getting turquoise
or coral jewelry wet. The
stones are porous and are
weakened by immersion
in water.

Miss Joy Lorraine
Hopkins and Mark Kyle
Reed were married in a
candlelight ceremony at
Liberty Baptist Church,
Mayfield. The Rev. J.W.
Crowley officiated.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Hopkins of
Mayfield. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tax Henderson
of Benton and Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Hopkins of Rt.
1, Almo.
The groom is the son of
Mrs. Janice Lowe Reed of
Hickory and Billy D.
Reed of Hardin. He is the
grandson of Guy Reed
and the late Mrs. Maye
Reed of Hardin, and Otis
Lowe and the late Mrs.
Esther Lee Lowe of
Folsomdale.
A program of music
was presented by Mrs.
Ned Wilson, organist,
Miss Teresa Smith,
pianist, and Mrs. Greg
Wilkerson, Miss Leta
Wright and Mrs. Thomas
Wilkins, singers.
The wedding party
assembled before an arch
entwined with daisies and
mums accented with blue
satin streamers flanked
with urns of white gladioli
and daisies. A 10-branch
candelabrum was entwined with greenery.
The bride
Given in marriage by
her parents, the bride
was escorted to the altar
by her father. She wore a
gown of white knit chiffon
and re-embroidered
Chantilly lace. A natural,
fitted waistline and molded bodice were appliqued
with pearled lace and an
English net sweetheart
yoke featured a lace band
collar. Shepherdess
sleeves were capped and
cuffed with lace.
The flared skirt was
enhanced with pearled
lace medallions and a
border of lace and crystal
pleated ruffling encircled
the hemline. A semicathedral train with an
overlay edge rising from
either side to the center
waist at the back created
an apron effect.
She wore a narrow
brimmed derby hat of reembroidered Chantilly
lace with pearl-edged
lace rosettes and poufs of
silk illusion with
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Mr. and Mrs. Mork Kyle Reed
streamers of fingertip
length. She carried a colonial bouquet of roses,
daisies and jasmine encircled by baby's breath.
Mrs. Ronnie Meyer was
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Valerie Hopkins, sister of
the bride, and Mrs. Gary
Winn,sister of the groom.
The attendants wore
floor-length gowns of sky
blue qiana, fashioned
with empire bodices with
spaghetti straps and sunburst pleated skirts. Matching chiffon bolero
jackets adorned with
shoulder accents of lace
completed the gowns.
Each attendant carried
a fan with white daisies
and matching blue satin
ribbons.
Miss Tobi Kaye Winn,
niece of the groom, was
flower girl. She wore a
dress of blue dotted swiss
with hoop skirt with a
band of blue and white
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tiered wedding cake,
made by the groom's
cousin, Mrs. Bob Evans.
The cake was topped with
a miniature bride and
groom. A bouquet of spring flowers and crystal
appointments completed
the table.
Serving the guests were
Miss Renee McCord,
cousin of bride, Mrs.
Charles West, sister of
groom, and Mrs. Bill
Reed, sister-in-law of
groom.
Miss Tammy Henderson, cousin of bride, kept
the guest register.
After a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn., the
couple is residing in
Mayfield.
Rehearsal dinner
The groom's mother
was hostess for the
rehearsal dinner for
members of the wedding
party, families and
friends of the couple at
her home in Hickory.

Gradually walk weight off
Lawrence E. Lamb,11.0.
DEAR DR. LAMB Please help. I'm 16 years old
and five to 10 pounds
overweight. I know I'm
lucky compared to most
overweight people but it's
getting to be a big problem.
It is causing me to worry
and l'in very depressed
about it most of the time.
I diet and exercise and
take vinegar pills I would
like to know if there are any
vitamin pills I could take to
lose weight" Please help me
before I go into a deep
depression
DEAR READER - You
are probably overreacting to
your body weight. I am a little concerned that you may
be one of those young girls
who has a misconception of
her body image and will
eventually end up starving
with anorexia nervosa
However, I will accept
your statement that you are

actually overweight as you
refer to yourself as
"chubby " But five to 10
pounds is really not a big
problem
The best way to lose that
small amount of weight is to
develop a regular exercise
program If you will just
walk four miles a day that
will use the calories in nearly a half pound of body fat
each week In 10 weeks you
will have lost the five
pounds Of course, you must
not eat additional calories to
compensate for the exercise.
Start a food diary and
write down everything you
eat and drink other than
water Learn about calories
and how many calories are
in the various food and
you
beverage items
consume That will be good
training for the rest of your
life
Now review your list and

Gals — Don't Miss Our

FINAL MARKDOWN
Slacks & Shorts
Tee Shirts
Dresses & Shirts
Blouses

1/2 Price
1/2 Price
1/2 Price
1/2 Price
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flowers in her hair.
Mark Perkins was best
man. Groomsmen were
Timmy Perkins and John
Mark Lowe, cousin of the
groom. Kevin West,
nephew of the groom, was
ring bearer.
Keith Hopkins, brother
of the bride, Gary Winn,
brother-in-law of the
groom, and Tommy Cope
served as ushers and
lighted the candles.
The bride's mother
wore a floor-length
blouson gown of pastel
blue qiana. The groom's
mother wore a formal
gown of apricot with
printed bodice and sunburst pleated skirt. They
had corsages of white
roses.
Reception
A reception followed in
the church fellowship
hall.
The table was covered
with a lace cloth over
blue and held a four-
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Hopkins and Reed vows said
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8:30a.m.
Marti Erwin and Betty Powell.
9 a.m. — Louise Lamb,
Exie Hill, Al Ramsey and
Billie Cohoon.
9:10 a.m. — Molly
Booth, Jo Benson,
Frances Parker and
Wilda Purdom.
9:20 a.m. — Mary Belle
Overbey, Mary Bazzell,
Martha Sue Ryan and Ve
Severns.
Jane Fitch, hostess for
golf play on July 14, has
released the winners for
play as follows:
Championship flight —
Betty Jo Purdom, first,
Jerlene Sullivan, second.
First flight — Evelyn
Jones, first, Diane
Villanova,second.
Second flight — Edith
Garrison, first, Anna
Mary Adams,second.
Third flight — Ann
Haney, first, Virginia
Schwettrnan,second.
Fourth flight — Patti
Claypool, first, Frances
Parker,second.
Low putts — Judy
Latimer.
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Fine Clothing For Men & Women
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see which ones you can eliminate that are high in calories, such as sweets and
starches or particularly fats.
Eliminate enough of those to
equal about 250 calories a
day less than you normally
consume In a week that will
equal the calories in about a
half pound of fat. Each
pound of body fat contains
about 3,500 calories.
Incidentally, vinegar does
not cause you to lose calories. And there are no vitamins that will cause you to
lose weight.
If you want to follow a
diet you can use the plan in
The Health Letter number 47. Weight Losing Diet, which
I am sending you Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - As a
heart patient I am concerned about the lack of correct pressurization of aircraft and cabin altitude. I
wrote to the Federal Aviation Administration and was
told that existing regulations

permit aircraft to operate at
cabin altitudes exceeding
8,000 feet.
This is a dangerous level
for heart patients like
myself. I had a problem and
know several people who
had full attacks while on
airplanes. I am not supposed
to be over 5.000 feet Pressure should be put on airlines to reduce to below
5.000 feet for the safety of
all heart patients. We would
like lobe able to travel without fear of attacks.
DEAR READER - When
the aircraft flies at 40,000
feet the cabin pressure may
be 7.500 feet. Up to 5,000
feet is tolerable for most
patients unless they have a
severe problem_ That is the
same as the altitude of
Denver Mexico City is 7.000
feet
Patients like yourself with
Medical problems should
check with their doctor
Most airlines will provide
supplemental oxygen for use
during flights at aircraft
altitudes of over 22,500 to
avoid any problems. This
should be requested 48 hours
in advance of flight

Golden Age Club members
meet; luncheon scheduled
The Golden Age Club
had a picnic on Thursday,
June 24, at the MurrayCalloway County Park
se
Rwee
d
M Th°r. andattendingRoger
Burgoyne, Mr. Paul
Kingins, Mrs. Thelma
Parker, Mrs. Opal
Reeve. Mrs. Shirley
Werts, Mrs. Otie
-McDougal, Mrs. Lucille
Rollins, Mrs. Mary Ray,
Mrs. Naoma Schwalm

and Mrs. Floy Caldwell.
The club will meet
Thursday, July 22, at
11:30 a.m. at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church. A
potluck lunchedh will be
served. Each one should
bring own cup, plate and
flatware.
Entertainment will be
by Sam Parker and his
daughter
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datebook

Maddox-Gough wedding scheduled
[Imes

3id

engagement and
&mooching marriage of
Miss Donna Jean Maddox
to Alan David Gough, son
of Mr and Mrs. Cyril
Gough of St. Louis, Mo.,
has been announced by
her parents, Lt. Col. and
Mrs. Edgar Dave Maddox at Burke, Va,
Miss Maddox is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Frances McKenzie of
Minneapolis, Minn., and
the late Horace McKenzie,formerly of Murray.
She is attending Murray State University majoring in computer
systems.
The groom-elect is tilt,
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
George Gough and Mrs.
Nora Lockwood of Barnsley, Englahd.
He received his degree,
in construction
technology in 1980 from
Murray State University.
He is now employed by
Alberici Construction Co.
of St. Louis.
The wedding vows will

Kelly attends seminar

Tennis play Wednesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday from 9 to 11 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Deanna
Parker, Debbie Keller, Cathy Mattis and Kathy
Kopperud; Court Two - Cecelia Brock, Jennier
Donna Jean Maddox
Hewlett, Dinah Vire and Annette Alexander; Court
to marry Alan David Gough
Three - Carol Waller, Renee Wynn, Pat Weatherly
be solemnized on Satur- ray.
•
All friends and and Vicky Holton; Court Four - Cindy Dunn and
day, Aug. 7, at 4 p.m. at
A reception will follow relatives are invited to at- Cindy Howard.
the First United at the Murray Woman's tend the wedding and the
Methodist Church, Mur- Club House.
reception.

Mission truck to be here

Parents hope children will write
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DEAR ABBY: The letter from "Worried Mom
in Yorba Linda, Calif.,"
asking how to get her son
who's away in the service
to write regularly, triggered some memories
across two generations.
Early in 1942, my
mother put me on the
train at the old Union Station in St. Paul, Minn. She
kissed me goodbye and
handed me a stack of
postcards - all addressed to her. "I'll expect to
hear from you every
day," she said. Of course,
I formed the habit of
writing a postcard every
day', and just when I was
about to run out, another
batch would arrive.
Many years later when
I put my oldest son on a
Marine Corps transport
for Vietnam, I handed
him a bundle of postcards
and gave him ffe same
speech my mother had
given me. It worked for
him,too.
Then my second son
joined the Navy, ,and I
tried the old postcard

trick on him. Heaven
knows what happened to
them. We never received
one postcard!
He's been gone for 10
years, and he never
writes; he telephones
every three months instead. He's called from
the Philippines, Saudi
Arabia, Japan, Australia,
wherever the Pacific
Fleet takes him.
Some folks just don't
like to write. Right?
JOHN W. KELLOGG
DEAR JOHN: Right!

•••
DEAR ABBY: Tell
"Worried Mom" that if
she wants a letter from
one of her kids to do what
we did: Write a letter and
add a P.S.,"Enclosed is a
check." )Then -forget"
to enclose a check.)
Invariably you will get
a letter immediately telling you that there was no
check in the envelope.
MOTHER OF SIX IN
PORT ANGELES,
WASH.

•••

•••

DEAR ABBY: Know
how I got my son to write
when he was away in the
service? I sent an urgent
telegram to his commanding officer saying
we had not heard from
our son for so long we
wanted to know if he was
dead or alive.
We heard from our son
shortly after, begging us
never to do that again!
We didn't have to - he
became a fairly regular
correspondent after that.
MA AND PA IN BUF-

DEAR ABBY: Here's
one for "Worried Mom":
When our son was in he
Navy in the '60s, we, too,
were worried sick
because he never wrote.
Finally I devised a letter
to him as follows:
I am sick(
I.
I am well(
).
I have been hurt(
I.
I had some time off and
went to(
1.
I have not been away
from the base, butt
1.
Etc.
I wrote a whole page of

Margaret Pfaff, and Mrs.
Harriett Stephens of
Glendale, Ariz., Roy West
of Mayfield, and James
Robert Mathis of Green-

ville.
A potluck luncheon,
visiting, and picture making were high lights of the
day.

Hospital dismissals
for July 12 released
Adults 148
Nursery 6
7-12-82
No newborn admissions
Dismissals
Lisa Kay Darnell and
baby girl, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; Kathie D.
Burnett and baby boy,
Box 101, Hazel; Angelia
Jean Dial. Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Jessica L. Drinkard, Rt.
5, Paris, Term.; Bonnie F.
Clem, Rt. 8, Benton.
Amanda D. Rohrer, RI
3, Clinton; Robert L.
Cumberland, 509 St.
Mary's, Kenton, Tenn.;
Larry T. Norsworthy, Rt.

The Mountain Mission Truck for the Kentucky
Mountain Mission Thrift Store is scheduled to be at
the First United Methodist Church on Wednesday.
July 21.

FALO

Family of late Elbert and Lovie West
have reunion at Ellis Center, Murray
The family of the late
Elbert and Lovie Ellen
West of Graves County
met Saturday, July 10,
at Ellis Center in Murray for the annual family
reunion.
The six surviving West
children are Walter West,
Paul West, Marian
Richardson, Virginia
Dillihay, Harold West
and Amy Lois Green.
Those present from
each family were:
Walter's family - Mr.
and Mrs. Walter West of
St. Louis.
Paul's family - Paul
West, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
West, Paul Lynn and Lori
Ann, Mr. and Mrs. John
Phillip West, and Brittain
-all of Graves County.
Marian's family - Mr.
and Mrs. M. G.(Marian)
Richardson, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Richardson,
Teresa, Melissa, Robin.
Jay, and Deanna - all of
Murray.
Virginia's family Mr. and Mrs. Bert
(Virginia) Dillihay, Miss
Martha Dillihay, Miss
Mary Jane Dillihay, Miss
Marilyn Dillihay, Mrs.
Margaret Shire' and
Elizabeth Anne - all of
Drakesboro, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Dillihay of
Central City.
Harold's family - Mr.
and Mrs. Harold West
and Laura Sircy of
Nashville.
Amy Lois' family Mr. and Mrs. Joe (Amy
Lois) Green, Mr. and
Mrs. John Green, Julie,
Jennifer, JoAnn, and
Johnrula - all of Graves
County, Dr. and Mrs.
James W. Green and
Laura Lee, of Louisville,
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas
Green, Samuel and
Karen of Murray.
Paul's and Amy Lois'
families were 100 percent
present. There were 18
members absent from the
other families
Also present were Mrs.
Elizabeth Hagen, Mrs.

5; Wilma A. Lyons, 415
North Fifth St.; Pamela
J. Durham.Rt. 2.
James S. Boggess, Box
84, Dexter; Thomas H.
Reynolds, Rt. 4; Naomi
Beard, Box 283, New Concord; Acre Miller, 1663
College Terrace; Emma
Louise Palmer, Rt. 3.
Myra J. Orr, 708 Payne
St.; Galen M. Thurman,
Rt. 5; Volney A. Brien,
928 Pine St., Benton;
Christine Beaver, 503
Broad; Walter W. Hutchens (expired), 1704
Miller Ave.

ELABORATE BUTTONS
Buttons had become so elaborate in the 16th century, that many Puritans used hook-and-eye fastenings on their clothing as a protest against adornment.

Getting
settled
made
simple.

multiple choice
statements and all he had
to do was fill in the
blanks.
He got such a big kick
out of it he called us from Alaska, and he's
been calling ever since.
Expensive, but satisfying.
K.C. MOM
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am a
retired soldier, and during my 25-year Army
career I have received
hundreds of letters from
worried parents who
never got any mail from
their sons. All the letters
contained the same
message:
"Dear Sir: I have not
heard from my son
)daughter)in six months.
Please use your command authority to make
him (her) write to at least
us know if he (she) is all
right."
I always used the same
method in dealing with
these delinquents. I
would call them into my
office and ask them to tell
me something about their
families. After hearing
their words of praise and
admiration, I would present the letter from the
concerned parents and
ask, "Don't you think
they deserve better than
this?"
The answers ranged
from a young man's
lame,"I don't have a pencil," to a young woman
shedding tears all over
the place and promising
to write faithfully forever
after.
My method must have
worked because I can't
remember ever having
received more than one
letter from the same
parents.
The most memorable
letter was received shortly before my retirement.
My commander routinely
handed me one of those
'Please-tell-my-son-towrite' letters to take care
of, and yes, it was from
my mother!
RETIRED TOPKICK
IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW.

Mary
Hamilton
Asst.
7534570

4kome
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Monday,July 19
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Joe's Family
Restaurant.
Murray-Gage No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Free Pap Smear Clinic
for women will be at 6
p.m. at Calloway County
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Pre-registr-ation for
Murray Head Start for
three and four year old
children will be from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Early
Childhood Center, Murray State University. For
information call 753-4363.
Unendangered Species
is program at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.
Meeting—of Murray
Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International
(PSI) has been changed
to July 26.
Tuesday,July 20
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-AFL-CIO will have
a covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. at First Christian Church. This also is
for retirees of other
locals.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
the home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham, Utterback Road,
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray Assembly No,
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Centers for Senior

Edwards named for honor
William Russell Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William F. Edwards, 1110 County Cork Drive, Murray, has been named a Merit Student for the 1982
spring term at Emory University, Atlanta, Ga. The
announcement was made by J William Moncrief,
dean of Oxford College of Emory University. The
Merit list recognizes students whose academic
work is excellent for the current term.

Methodist Men will meet
The Methodist Men of First United Methodist
Church will entertain their sons and grandchildren
with a hamburger and watermelon outing on
Wednesday, July 21, at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park. Games will be featured. All men of
the church are urged to attend.

Class attends retreat
The Singles Class of Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ attended a Singles Retreat at Searcy,
Ark., over the fourth of July holiday weekend. The
retreat involved recreational fun, spiritual
awareness and Christian fellowship, according to
Jerry Fulton,spokesman for the local class group.

Tuesday,July 20
Citizens will be open as
follows: Dexter at 9:30
a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

Tuesday,July 20
Murray State University Summer Community
Band will present its
third annual-concert-inthe-park at 7 p.m. in
Playhouse in Park,
Murray-Calloway County
Murray Optimist Club Park,
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Wednesday July 21
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Make Today Count will
Christian Women's meet at 1:30 p.m. in the
Club of Murray, Ken- third floor classroom of
tucky, will have a garden Murray-Calloway County
party from 10 a.m, to Hospital.
noon in meeting room of
Calloway Public Library.
Hazel and Douglas

Wednesday,July 21
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m for activities by the Senior
Citizens.
Methodist Men of First
United Methodist Church
will have annual fatherson-grandchildren hamburger and watermelon
outing at 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Mountain Mission
Truck will be at First
United Methodist Church.

Customer finds snake in drawer at auction
TOLONO, Ill. (AP) You can find just about
anything at the Tolono
Auction House. Ask the
customer who opened a
chest of drawers to
discover a 54-inch python.
-She screamed a couple of times and jumped

back," said employee
Dave Harry, who took a
peek, then closed the
drawer with a broom and
taped it shut.
The python was moved
to a Humane Society
shelter, where employee
Beverly Caples took it

home to live with her boa
constrictor. She said it
was one of the meanest
snakes she had seen.
-All you have to do it
walk by the cage and he
strikes," she said.
No one knows how the
snake got in the furniture.

Presents...

JANE ADAMS
with

COLOR PLUS
A SEMINAR ON COLOR SELECTION
Limited Registration
759-1212

July 26 at 10 a.m.& 2 p.m.
Dixieland Center, on Chestnut

Tasty Time & Energy Savers
Quarter lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties
Frosty Acres

6

$9n8
Ai NO

14 Lb. Box

sa

Baby Limas

20 lb. $

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

1 759
1 533

$

Peas
Frosty Acres
Crowder Peas .
Frosty Acres
Butter Peas

70 lb

368
20 lb. $ 1

20 lb. $

1 533

Frosty Acres Speckled
J

THN

Butter Beans
Okra
Frosty Acres White
Potatoes Plus Many More

12 2' 1 lb boxes $2299

Frosty Acres Breaded

CENTER.
Lose Weight!
QUICKLY. SAFELY
NATURALLY
And we'll teach you
how to keep it oft!

NevYtown dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call
As WELCOME WAGON Representative.
it's my tob to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
Community opportunities Special atirac,
tions Lots of tips to save you time and
money
Plus a basket of gifts for your lamsly.
I'll be listening for your call.
OlL
' Ingeborg King
Asst
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
492-830
Hostess

A luau will be at the Oaks Country Club an Saturday, July 24, at 7:30 p.m The event will be around
the pool at the club with the cost being $15 per couple.
Reservations should be made by calling Maurita
Livers 753-5923, Kay Latimer. 753-9722, or Bamboo
Gardens

Coming community events are scheduled

161°

201k. $

20 lb. $229
Varieties Of Vegetables

Choice Skies Of Beef $ 1 39
Cut A Wroppal Free

225 To 300 Lbs.

CALL TODAY

•

Phone Your Orders In

Wholesale Stletail Meat
Aloo.-Fri. 8-S:30
Sat. 10-2

The Village
641 N. Murro

-•••

sigo

Luau planned at Oaks club

Craig Kelly, son of Mr and Mrs. Don C. Kelly of
Murray. recently returned from a two-week
seminar at The American University, Washington,
D.C. The purpose of the seminar was to acquaint
juniors and seniors in high school with the workings
of the federal government. Kelly will be a junior at
Calloway County High School this fall and is a
member of the speech team
Attendees were from throughout the United
States with Kelly being the only one from Kentucky
The group attended sessions of Congress, briefings
from high-ranking federal officials, congressional
committee meetings, and had the opporturuty to interview elected officials. Th seminar also provided
classroom experience and college credit for those in
attendance.

,
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Milk and dairy prices still under national inflation rates
ARLINGTON, Texas —
What would have happened to milk and dairy product prices, purchases we
make on almost a daily
basis, if they had increased as fast as the prices of
other expenditures over
the past 20 years?
The following figures
were computed from
Bureau of Labor
statistics by multiplying
the 1962 average retail
prices of food items by
the rate of change in
specific expenditure
categories:
•If milk prices had increased as fast as energy
costs over the past 20

Call for Quotes
Soybeans, corn,
Wheat, cattle hogs,
gold, silver, lumber tbills, bonds.
Heinold Commodities in Mayfield
offers complete service to hedgers and investors.
The latest commodity prices on all Major
Exchanges, direct
lines to trading floors,
and up-to-date information from
Heinold's research
department are just a
phone call away.
Take advantage of
the skill and knowlege
of a full-time commodities professional.
His only job is to make
you money in the corn:
modities.
For information call
or write:
Klint Kelley
HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
Mayfield Shopping
Center
Box 368
Mayfield, Kentucky
42966
502-247-0673
1-600-592-3488

years, a half-gallon of
milk would cost $1.93 instead of $1.13, or 71 percent more.
•If butter prices had increased as fast as home
ownership costs over the
past 20 years, a pound of
butter would cost $3.22 instead of $2.05, or 57
percent more.
•If ice cream prices
had increased as fast as
medical care costs over
the past 20 years, a halfgallon of ice cream would
cost $3.34 instead of $2.04,
or 64 percent more.
Fortunately, thanks to
continuous productivity
gains by U. S. dairy
farmers, dairy products
have been one of our nation's most effective in•
flation fighters.
The milk price support
program has played a
vital role in making this
possible. Since its inception in 1949, the milk price
support program has provided market stability
enabling dairymen to
make tremendous efficiency gains through improved feed rations, artificial breeding,
mechanized milk
systems and animal

health care advances.
Average annual milk production per cow has more
than doubled since 1950.
As a result of these productivity gains, dairy
farmers have been able
to keep milk prices consistently below increases

r

Southern States

GET

Soybean Postemergence
Chemicals

• Spring tilling
• Summer cultivating
A Case rifler nett .
MOM 10

Tobacco Chemicals
And Oils

80•18•CaSe.

McKee! Eq.

753-1423
Main Store
Murray, Ky.

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer
Industrial Rd.

503 Walnut
753 306 2

tr.

JOHN DEERE SUPER TRACTOR SAVINGS
EXTENDED INTO JULY

SAVE $1,300...$3,600
...UP TO $12,200*

Hi-Boy
Spraying
,
Tobacco Spraying Service
MH-30 For Suckers
Parathion For Lice
Eddie Chapman 489-2221

1 6

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

You can Still save a bundle during the
July extenvon of John Deere's Super
Tractor Savings oiler
Just choose any of the 15 new John
Deere tractors listed here, from 40-hp

But if you choose to take the waiver of
finance charges until January 1, 1983
you'll still colbct from 8900 to $8,200
in John Deere money Hurry, this offer
may be withdrawn at any time during
this July extension.
WPM TRACTOR
SAVINGS worn

TRACTOR,
NOM.

CASM PUMCRASE
LEASING RIM
ORION OM POUNCING
WNW CIEIGN
WITHOUT WAIVER

1100•US WITH
ONVVII Of
FINANCE
CNAROI

$12,200
$ 9 700
$ 8.300
$ 7.400
$ 6,300
8 5.600
$ 5.200
$ 4.200
$ 3.800
$ 3.400
$ 2.500

88.200
$6.400
$5700
$4500
84 000
13,600

$ 2200
2940
*Super Tractor Savings ere yours It
wiSt313"
$ 2,000
you pay cash for your new tractor.
2640
$ 1,800
2440
Imo from Deere or finance with
$ 1.800
2240
Deere (without waiver) John Deere
Si 1.300
2040
wises and finance plans are eublect
to approved credit
•'Sound-Ger& body

$1 400

to 300-hp and you'll qualify for Super
Tractor Savings from 81.300 up to
$12,200 in John Deere money. a
bonus over and above our good deal
on your purchase price

G

8850
8650
8450
8640
8440
4840
4640
4440
4240
4040
2940

53.400

$2.800
$2.3.30
$2200
81.800

$1,300
31200
$1,100
$ 900

Hwy. 641
South
759-4440
AUTHORIZED SALES-SERVICE-PARTS
FARkgreRTY"

7.54
0.na
hanr4 and black]
Saw, paws Car
third,! and 1.1u
14•144666 nannini
Darnell WY. AI

d
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ATTEND TRAINING CENTER — Eight members of the Callaway County
Chapter of Future Famers of America attended Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center at Hardinsburg, June 28-July 2. The members participated in
leadership, educational and recreational activities during the week. While at the
center the Calloway delegation was in charge of one night session with President
Jeffrey Paschall presiding.
Calloway members receiving special recognition for the week were: Tracy
Curd,leadership award and treasurer's class; Jeffrey Paschall, presidents class
and tractor driving; Mike Wicker, vice president's class and track events; Brent
Canter, secretary's clat4 and FFA quiz contest; Tim Ray, reporter's class and
photography; Tommy Orr, sentinel's class; Leland Steely and John Nix, committee chairman's class. There were 257 FFA members and advisors present
representing 24 FFA chapters from all across the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Larry Gilbert, Calloway FFA Advisor accompanied the Officers to the Center.
Pictured are John Nix, Tracy Curd, Leland Steely, Tim Ray, Jeffrey Paschall,
Tommy Orr, Mike Wicker and Brent Canter.

FHA keeps families on the farm
need to earn an adequate
living from their efforts."

recom— Applied
mended and recognized
production
successful
FmHA will continue on and financial managea year-to-year basis with ment practices.
those delinquent borreasonable
— Has
rowers who meet all the chance to accomplish the
conditions:
following
loan objective.
— Maintained and ac— Acted in good faith
meet counted for security proto
trying
in
agreements with FmHA. perty.
Seaton indicated that
— Made in honest effort to pay but cannot due FrnHA personnek ,ffe
the various
utilizing
to natural disasters.
authorities which have
been authorized by the
Secretary of Agriculture
to ease the financial
burden of existing FmHA
borrowers who are suftoday's
from
fering
pressures.
economic
Thus far, we have been
able to provide 118
deferments of principal
and interest, 107 suborAgricultural credit is our only business at the Prodinatins of FrnHA's lien
duction Credit Asscociation each and every one of
our loan officers deals with ag credit only — each
position to other creditors
officers
loan
and every working day! And one of our
and 163 reschedules or
can help meet your production goals. Even if your
reamortizations of acregular PCA loan officer is out of the office —
counts to help farmers
there's always an ag credit specialist on hand who
stay in business. He also
can help you.
said that over $75 million
Other financial lending institutions have spread
has been loaned to Kentheir time and money among several different intucky farmers since the
terests. But not us! At PCA you'll find a specialty
to
comes
team — people who know the score when it
beginning of this Fiscal
financing agriculture.
Year (October 1, 1981).
Subsequent loans to ex/
isting farm borrowers
total more than 50 perhald
n
N it=ture
ioage
cent of the total amount
loaned this year.
Let's talki
"All of these actions
have been taken to
strengthen the current
farm credit situation in
• Owe.661 O.liberree
Kentucky and enable
7534602
farm families to stay on
the farm," Seaton said.
Unfortunately, it is not
always possible to continue with a borrower.
Due to various factors, it
was necessary for FmHA
in Kentucky to initiate
action
foreclosure
against 20 of its farm borrowers. This was done
only as a last resort
measure when there were
no alternatives or loarif
available.
authorities
foreclosures
Twenty
represent only one-tenth
of one percent of the
State's 14,567 farm borrowers.
Kentucky's
Overall,
Farmer Program is one
of the strongest in the
Kentucky's
country.
delinquency rate is 17
percent, the third lowest
among states with a large
Program
Farmer
volume. This delinquency
rate compares with a National average of 29 percent.
"The FmHA offices in
Kentucky will continue to
do all that can be done to
farm
the
strengthen
credit situation," Seaton
on
the
said, and based
record all offices are atfarm
to
help
tempting
families." Mr. Seliton
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
said, "our policies Is to
help farm families help
themselves "

State Director Kendell
L. Seaton said, "Farmers
Home Administration in
Kentucky is trying to help
farm families stay on the
farm. This is in keeping
with the intent of the
AdHome
Farmers
ministration to assure
that the owner-operators
or tenant-operators of
farms in the family-size
category have access to
agricultural credit they

c-M22. Jackson Purchase PCA
PURINA
CHOWS

1111`- ,7-

Soper gulags on a
WO resale value
tractor are your
rewards It you buy
year new Jobe Deere
Oriel July
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price.
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in the consumer price in- creased only 2.4 percent
dex for all items, all food
These productivity
items, and other
gains enable family ineconomic sectors,
In 1981, the consumer come to buy considerably
price index for all items more milk and dairy prorose 8.4 percent, all food ducts today than what
items rose 4.6 percent, was possible 30 years
while dairy products in- ago.

REAPING HIS REWARD — The fruits of an early harvest are evident in two
four and one-half pound beets grown recently by Ned Washer, Route 2, Murray.
The beets, measuring 18'02 inches around the middle were part of some 30 quarts
canned by the family. Pictured with Mr. Washer are his granddaughters,
Teresa,(left) 11 years of age, and Tammy,12. The girls are visiting from Ohio.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

DOWN TO
EARTH

Wor
W

Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

& Sat.
fuly 23, 24
WE WILL DIP DOGS

FREE
For Ticks
& Fleas
See us for all
your animal health
care needs.
PURINA
CHOWS

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS \
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Hailstones hit Texas

Women fair winners announced
Wianers in the
Women's Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair have been
released as follows:
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An estimated 12,000
people attended the 13th
Annual Arts and Crafts
Festival June 19 and 20 in
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes (LBL). Almost 200
exhibitors from 12 States
displayed original works
of art and handmade
crafts this yeai..
Ann Wright, festival
director, said the
weather, the quality of
the exhibits, and the
public's interest in the
festival made this year's
show one of the best ever.
A total of $1,000 in prize
money provided by the
Murray Art Guild was
awarded to winners of
juried sections which included painting and
drawing, photography,
crafts, best booth, and
best banner.
Rhonda McEnroe, of
Owensboro, won best. of
show honors in the painting and drawing competition for the second
consecutive year. Becky
Taylor, of Paris, Tennessee, won the
photography competition. In the arts and
crafts division, Lynda
Sue Dautenhahn, of Springfield, Ill., won best of

show.
Desmond Hall, of
Fredonia, had the best
booth at the festival.
Carolyn Beck, of Central
City, was awarded first
place in the banner competition.
The Fifth Annual
Devils Elbow Fiddlers
Championships were held
on the first day of the
festival featuring 20 entries. Kentucky Lajte
Vacationland (KLV )
awarded $800 in prize
money to winners in
senior fiddlers, junior fiddlers, banjo, and
bluegrass band
categories. The contest
was cosponsored by KLV,
WKMS-FM of Murray,
Kentucky,and LBL.
Rupert Francis, of
Hopkinsville, won the
senior fiddlers division.
Dan Wallace, of Bumpus
Mills, Term., won the
junior fiddlers division.
Ray Welch, of Kingston
Springs, Term., took firstplace in the banjo contest. Bluegrass and Company, from Tennessee
Ridge, Tenn., won the
bluegrass band division
for the third consecutive
year.
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Connie Talent first and third. and Oina
Darnell, second. needlepoint, LaDarrn
Coot, first. and Dorothy Cook. wood
and dent tatting Uma Darnell, second, decoupage picture
Ralph
Crouch. first and third and Dorothy
Crouch. second nen y e crafts Dorothy
Cook. fird. Scott COL*. second, and
LaDe ern Cook third, stained glass or.
'lament, Alice Stcc . f Ira(, and
Dorothy Cook second. plastic eanvaa
article
Flower
(menu - (line
Darnell first and Lucille Potts, second.
marigolds. Dina Darnell second. old
fashioned flowers, first, most unusual
Potts, first. and
arrangerrunt.
Faye Rogers, second. African violet_
Faye Roger', first and Uurd, and
Lucille Potts, second, flowering house
plan: Omit Darnell, first, dned. first,
ntiS Oina Darnell, twat and second. and
Lucille Potts third, miniature artalent Faye Rogers, first and third.
and Lucille Potts second, hanging
basket cr/ live plants

of
LUNAR ECLIPSE OVER BOSTON - The moon is shown in various
eclipse early last Tuesday morning over Boston. Photo was made from two
negatives, one a wide angle view of Boston, the other a multiple exposure of
the moon in eclipse.
AP Laserphoto

Local hospital lists announced
7-13-82
Newborn admission
Baby boy Hoskie. Rt 5.
Dismissals
Teresa Diane Reed and
baby girl, Rt. 9, Benton;
Laurie Rollins and baby
girl, 901 Doran Rd.
Lonnie R. McCoy, Rt. 5,
Benton; Elishia D.Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Barbara
June Darnell, Rt. 1, Hardin; Dianne C. Bucy, Rt.
1, Almo; Clara R. Raney,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.
Willie F. Scott, Rt. I,
Dexter; Jason A.
Starkey, 1312 Kirkwood
Dr.; Patricia Roberts,
Rt. 7, Mayfield; Betty A.
Bliler, 301 Corbin, Paris,
Term.; Johnny Y.S. Ho,

Box 848.
Stacy A. Murdock, Rt.
7; Tommy W. Kilgore,
Rt. 1, Almo; Michael S.
Taylor, Rt. 1, Farmington; Brandi D.
Poucher, Box 122,
Dresden, Tenn.; Gladys
V. Mitts, Rt. 5.
Jessie E. Garland, 1657
Ryan Ave.; Clyde E.
Pierce, 1006 Access St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Louie L.
Higgins, Rt. .1, Gilbertsville; Sadie K. Cooper,
Puryear, Tenn.; Betty J.
McGehee, 410 North First
St.

7-14-82
No newborn admissions
Dismissals
Lori A. Webb, Rt. 2,
Hickory; Laurie A. Mott,
Rt. 2; Elmer C. Colson,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Florence
West, Rt. 5; Martha L.
Anderson, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Martha June Reeder
Frances Drake
and baby boy, Rt. 1;
1982
ZO,
JJJLY
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Robin D. Haggard, B14
What kind of day will tumor- SCORPIO
.AtiC,Fox Meadows; Joshua W.
‘•
••
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23 to
row be? To find out what the (Oct.
:Ze Culp, Rt. 8, Benton; Mary
travel _tans tno
some
stars say, read the forecast
otdve L. Gadberry, 1301 Poplar
Ao
'
to be revisett
given for your birth sign.
approach brings success in St.; Eddie David Davis,
career matters, but be attea_514 South Seventh St.
ARIES
Keith A. Black, Rt. 1,
tive to details.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Fred L.
Arguments may arise over SAGITTARIUS
Vick, Rt. 1, Almo; Willie
06Farmington;
BOBBY WOLFF
demesne matters. You can (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) aeRiCfr
defuse the situation in the You resent another's Edward McFarland, Rt.
-- 1, Hickman; Thomas D.
evening when a more relaxed criticism, but there may 1•#
merit in his ideas, especially Tynes, Rt. 8; Wayne Anatmosphere prevails.
SOUTH
TAURUS
•KISS
•
regarding financial and in- thony Russell Robinson,
vestment matters.
•410/III/Sill
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
1001 South 16th St.
2
A situation at work could get CAPRICORN
Eddie L. Moore III, Rt.
•9 2
you mad, but acting in haste (Dec. 22 toJan. 19) V
1 Puryear, Tenn.; Eddie
or temperament doesn't help 'perhaps you ,lave
'1609 Parklafie
co.•
Vulnerable North-South matters. Concentrate on fami- nklecting a loved one
Dealer North The bidding
ytfu pursue your ambitions? If Dr.; Paula K. Crouse,
ly concerns later
so, you may be reminded of 1622 College Farm Rd.;
West
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6V
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thottM
;RuL
pass
money questions could lead to Expect some friction
.at Garner, 719 Riley Ct.;
n„
Socializing
a hassle with loved ones. work.
Opening lead ^
with "'`rs Terry Beecham, Xo 1451,
later alleviates tension. You
Watch careless promises.
_ Paris, Tenn.
may be the recipient of a p ea
CANCER
Ronda Fitts, 743 Riley
was happy to win his king
22)(C) sant surprise.
July
to
21
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and since there was no penCt.; Gussie D. Carter, Rt.
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provoked
easily
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alty against his leading a
Paris, Tenn.; Leitha P.
day and mustn't come on too (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
club, he cashed the club ace
Downplay Watch credit-card spending.H inson, Box 57,
others.
with
strong
for a wild and hilarious
ego for better relations with a The affairs of children c
result
cern you now. Towa
family member.
nightfall, a new career oppor
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Bid with The ACTS
tunity presents itself.
(July 23 to Aim. 22 4/2
Be discreet in speech, as
South holds 7-19-B
your intentions could easily be
a
misinterpreted. Vary your YOU BORN TODAY
#Q 9
self-assured.
.743
routine. Be willing to try cooperative yet
Despite your sensitivity,
*K101513
something new.
you're not a quitter. You work
•A J
VIRGO
P
11
well in partnership but cannot
1 Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
not let a
An argument with a friend be told what to do. Do
South
North
security
could shake you up a bit. To- need for financial
iS
14
Overcome
2 NT
day things go better for you by limit your horizons.
utilize your
FILE
remaining quiet. Don't make temperament and
imagination in some creative
ANSWER:Three no trump waves.
endeavor. You work best when
No reason to insist on LIBRA
motivated by a cause.
diamonds The no trump (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Crisco
the large issues
game should be a good spot
Keep personality out of involved in
mankind In
career dealings. Learn not to that affect
education
Send bridge questions to The '10.,
things SO personally. In- politics, theater,
public ser
co Box 12363 Dana, Texas 75221, take
vitatioris come unexpectedly music, writing and
h gel( addressed damped envelope
vice, you will find yourself.
3 LB.
from friends

Your Individual
Horoscope

THE ACES'
"Men do not make laws.
They do but discover them.'
- Calvin Coolidge
The ACBL Summer
Championships will start
at the
Friday
this
Alburquerque Convention
Center (July 23-Aug. 1).
Events to suit any and all
bridge players are scheduled and you might wish to
make your plans now. Even
if you don't play. come to
kibitz. You might see some
humorous situations to go
with the serious bridge
Today's hand, played in a
national tournament a few
years ago, provides an
example
What are the chances of
making this slam off two
cashable aces' Not as slim
as one might think. Only
some nimble thinking by
West, John Mohan of Hollywood, CA saved the day
Here's what happened.
During the auction, East
(Eddie Kantar of Los Angeles. CA.) accidentally
dropped the club ace on the
table The laws provide a
severe penalty for this
infraction. West is barred
from further bidding and if
South becomes declarer, he
can impose lead penalties
on West. Perhaps that may
have convinced South to bid
his slam - he knew he
could bar a club lead from
West'
As expectecd, South
barred a club lead by West
but West had the winning
countermove He led a
which
diamond. But
diamond' Had he led the
the
trick,
the
ace to hold
laws ,provide that West is
prohibited from leading a
club "for as long as he
retains the lead " So Mohan
dodged that bullet by leading a low diamond' Kantar
7-111-A
NORTH
#AJ754
•J 5
Q
•KQ753
WEST
•8 6 3
•6
•AJ876
•10 9 6 4

EAST
•Q 9
•7 4 3
*5101513
•A J

litiftmovad
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n.#

parently because of the
heat.
Scattered
thunderstorms were expected in the East and
Midwest, with a few
thunderstorms lingering
over the southern
Rockies and the southern
plateau. The western
states were to enjoy clear
weather.
Highs in the 80s were to
cover the northern states,
except for some readings
in the 70s over the upper
Great Lakes and in the
90s over southern New
England. The southern
half of the nation, the
Rockies, and most of the
plateau were also expecting highs in the 90s, except for readings above
100 in western Texas and
the desert Southwest.
Temperatures early today ranged from 45
degrees in Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich., to 94
degrees in Phoenix, Ariz.

Fair winners released

Winners in the
Holstein-Friesian Cattle
Show at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fair have been released
Winners in the Jersey
as follows:
Cattle Show of the
Murray-Calloway County Jahlor Calf - Old Sinn Dairy Farm
Shaded!ord Farm.
Jaycee Fair have been Martin. Tenn..first.
Rt. t, Trenton, second. R Hickory Hill,
released as follows:
Rt 3, Hampton. third and fourth. An-

Cottle show
winners told

Junior C•lf - Greenland,
Hopkinsville. first. Grocen's Jersey,
Murray, second, Murray State University. third
Intermediate Calf - Stubblefield.
Murray, first, Greenland Farm, second
and fourth, Palmer Dan-y, Man-ny.
third, Groom's Farm, fifth, Sanderson
Jersey, Rt. 2, Mayfield, sixth, Murray
State University. seventh and eighth
Senior Calf - Greenland. first end
fourth. Stubblefield, second, Dunne
State Unrversity,
Chilton, third, Murray.
fifth and eighth. Groom's Farm, sixth,
Sanderson FAT.,seventh
Amex Yearling - Greenland Fann,
first, Stubblefield, second and fifth,
Murray State University, third and
sixth. Sanderson. fourth
Wier Yearling - Stubblefield, first
and third. Murray State University, seeond and sixth, Sunder-non, fourth,
Groom's, fifth, Palmer, seventh
Kevin Jordan,
Co., 2 years old
first, Greenland, second and third,
Stubblefield, fourth, Murray State
University, filth, sixth. seventh and
elghth
Cow, 3 yean aid - Kevin Jortten.
first. Murray State University, second
and filth, Stubblefield. third, Senderson, fourth
Car, 4 years old
Greenland, first,
eStrahlyidield, second, Sanderson, Wirt
Murray State, fourth
Cow, S yearu cid mil over Greenland, first and fourth, Murrsy
State, second and fifth, Sanderson,
third_
Grand Chrowlen - Greenland Farm,
aged cow
Reserve Grand Cernefee - Kevhin
Jordan, two year old
Get et See II adman - Greedier,
first, Murray State, second and fourth,
Stabblerlekl. third
Nee Herd It mewls crowd by re
ashUsitor - Greenland, first, M..,
State,second. Stubblefield. third.
Produce of Os.,- Greenland. first,
Stubblefield, second and fourth, Murray
State, third

margo Farms, Rt. 4, Knit. fifth, Kim
Shekon, Rt 7, deth, McKinney Acres.
Rt I. Frunnettan, seventh, Jo-Ma
Double S, Rt. 5, eighth
Fa tker Call - Old Salem Dairy
Farrn. first. Hobbs Haven. second. R
Hickory Hill, third, Ward Farms,
Sedalia, fourth, Mac's Dairy. Rt 1.
Dexter, fifth, Anmargo Farms, stath
and seventh, J
Double S. eighth,
McKinney Acres, ninth.
&mow Swear Calf - John Koegel,Jr. Rt. I, Owenaboro, first and 131h,
Star-Lii Farm, Rt. 2, wood. Old Salem
Dairy Farm, third and nxth. Hobbs
Haven, fourth, &onkel/on:1 Farmo.
fifth and 10th, Kim Shelton, seventh. R.
Hickory Hill, eighth, Wards Farm.
ninth; Joda Double S, 11th, McKinney
Acres. 12th
Junior Yearling - Kim Shelton. first
Mike Rogers, second, Lind Letterman. third. Mac's Dairy, fourth. Ceder
Heights. Rt. 5. Mayfield, fifth and sixth
Old Salem Dairy,seventh.
Sake Towhee - Mike Rogers,
first, Lisa Howard. secand. Old Salem
Dairy, third and 11th, Shackelfod
Farm, fourth and fifth, Jo-Ma Double
S. suth. Mac's Dairy, seventh, McKur
ney Acrek eighth. Ceder Heights, ninth

aid 10th
Slue-keit,
Cww, S year. old
Farm. fleet. R Hickory Hill . ser,,ral
Star-I,u Farm. third and fourth 1,-,
Howard. fifth and snth Kim Shen.,
seventh. Ceder Rill eighth. J M
Double S. ninth and 11th Mike liwre •
10th
I ar,
- Star -I Ai .
Cow, 2 years
Sent Shackelf ord Farm •tec,.n ,
Rogers and Shelton, third old 'a r".
Dairy, fourth and 10th, John Kuegei
Jr. fifth. R Hickory Hill, sixth
McKinney Acres. seventh, Mike
Roger,. eighth, Ceder Hill, Math
Cow, 4 rears aid - ShaciteUord
Farm, first. Rogers and Shelton. se
road and fifth. McK nosey Acres, third
and 100 Old Salem Derry. fourth, Anmargo Farm math and eighth. Jo-Ma
Double S. seventh, Star-tau Farm.
ninth
Caw, 5 years old - R Hickory Hill,
first. Shackelford Farm, second. Anmargo Panne, third and eighth, Jo-Ma
Double 5, fourth, Star-lo Farm. filth.
Joist Kuegel. Jr. sixth and 155. Old
Salem Dairy. seventh: Mar's Dairy.
ninth and llth
SLar-Lu
Get et She 14 WNW
Farm, fir,!, John K tweet, second
Rogers and Shelton. third Shack elfcrd
fourth
Corry Herd It anamels owned by one
eahlbhor - R. Hickory Hill, first.
Star-tat second Rogers and Shelton.
Claret Shackelford. fourth. Old Salem
Dairy. fifth. McHenry Acres, An=ego Farm,Jo-h. Double Snot John
Keegan
Prudent et Dem - Star-lo Farm
first, Rogers and Shelton. second.
Ceder Hill. third. 01d Selern Dairy
Fatah. Shackelford. fifth, Kim Shelton
earth

Corn Austin wi
be closed Tuesday
20th to prepare
for final markdown
sale starts Wednesday
Jul 21 st - 9:00 a.m.
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Buchanan, Tenn.;
William H. Adams, 1501
Dudley; Bobbie
Ferguson,Box 211.
Wayne B. Crass, Rt. 5,
Benton; Henry H. Sills,
302 Fifth St., Fulton;
Virginia 0. Sakelson, Rt.
7; Gus G. Hopkins, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mark Sutton, 602
South Fifth St., Union City, Term.

By The Aasociated Press
Thunderstorms
dumped hailstones on the
Texas Panhandle and
heavy rains on New York,
Pennsylvania and South
Carolina. The Northeast
was in the grip of• heat
wave, and fair weather
prevailed in much of the
West.
In Iowa, torrential
rains chased residents
from a Des Moines
mobile home park for the
second time in three
days. In central parts of
the state, officials were
issuing pumps for the
basements of flood-weary
homeowners.
In the Northeast,
highways were clogged
as residents tried to
escape unaccustomed
heat and humidity. In
New York City, two
horses used to draw a
carriage through Central
Park died Sunday within
hours of each other, ap-

Murray Kir 42071
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Too tall Caldwell singes OCC links
By JEM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Jerry "Jaybird"
Caldwell cuts an impressid'e figure on the golf
course. At 6-foot-4 ( too
tall, he says, for a golfer )
Caldwell overlooks his
average foursome
members.
Now he's got more than
a tall physique boosting
his image among the
local linkers.
Saturday he blistered
the Oaks Country Club

course with an 8-underpar 64 to lead the OCC
Men's Invitational, then
Sunday he maintained his
torrid pace and finished
12-under-par,(64-66-1321
for the champion title.
"I'm just tickled to
death," Caldwell said,
"The course was playing
easy .. the greens were in
great condition and the
fairways were playing
very fast. When you get
those combinations watch out."

Caldwell often plays off
a raised tee six-to-eight
inches tall because of his
height and he often uses a
pencil as a substitute.
"I'm tall as it is anyway
and it gives me a little extra when I drive. I tee it
up high and let it ride.
Caldwell's long drives
helped him absorb three
bogeys in Saturday's
opening round. Then he
carded five birdies Sunday and eliminated all
but one bogey to hold off

bridesmaid and fellow
OCC member Jim Lamb.
"I played as good as I
can play," Lamb admitted after firing 69-67-138
to tie with Truman Whitfield for second. Lamb
managed to trim
Caldwell's lead to only
two strokes Sunday when
the leader three-putted
both No.15 and No.16, but
when Caldwell bounced
back with a birdie-three
on No.17 Lamb knew the
chase was futile.

"I had it in my mind I
could catch him, but
when he birdied No.17 it
was all over," Lamb said.
"I was protecting my
lead a little too much and
I had a litre lapse around
15 and 16," Caldwell admitted, "I guess I sort of
fell asleep for a while and
when I got to counting up
and saw how close Jim
( Lamb) was I knew I had
to have a birdie
somewhere between
there and the house."

DRIVE, STRIVE, JIVE — (Above) Jerry
Caldwell shows his iron form that produced a 12under-par, 132 victory in the Oaks Men's Invitational. At the same time (right) Jim Lamb was
charging hard with a second-round 67 to tie Truman
Whitfield (far right) who was having a tough time
getting his putts to fall.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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NatoShack
Your discount arts su • smart

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck •arts...save 10-50%
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Fencing

ROME (AP) — Victor
Krovopuskov of the
Soviet Union defeated
countryman Andrei
Alchan 10-7 to take the individual world sabre title
in the World Fencing
Championships..
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Murrayan advances to finals

Purcell whipsLend!, Luna
From AP Reports
BROOKLINE, Mass.
(AP — Seventh-seeded
Mel Purcell sprang back
from a draining secondset loss and pulled out a
sun-baked 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 victory Sunday over 12thseeded Fernando Luna in
the semifinals of the
$200,000 U.S. Pro Tennis
Championships.
Purcell scored a major
upset, Saturday, by stunning No.2 ranked Ivan
Lendl, 2-6, 6-3, 6-2, to advance to the semifinals.
Tonight Purcell faces
the winner of last night's
battle between Guillermo
Vilas of Argentina and
Yarinick Noah of France.
Tonight's match will be
televised by USA cable
network.
Purcell overcame both
Lendl and Luna in
sweltering, 108-110
'degree heat.
Although the heat af-

fected the players' performances, Lendl admitted, "Purcell got me, not
the heat."
In his match with Luna,
Purcell, of Murray, Ky.,
started off brilliantly.
Despite high humidity, he
charged the net aggressively and moved
Luna all around the court
to take a 3-0 lead in the
first set. Luna, 23, blew a
game point in the final
game of the set, and
Purcell broke his serve.
But the Spaniard grabbed the first three games
of the second set. Purcell
then battled to take the
next four games, but the
effort left him empty,and
he won only one point in
the final three games.
"I felt pretty good up to
4-3 and then at 4-3 I had
nothing left. I felt nothing
in my body," he said.
Showing obvious signs
of distress from the heat,

Purcell was heard to mutter, "God, it's hot out
here." Against Lendl the
day before he had compared the conditions to
being "hot as hell."
A surge of energy
seemed to lift Purcell in
the final set as he cruised
to a 5-1 margin. Luna
wasn't finished, however,
breaking Purcell's serve
and rallying 5-3.
But Purcell produced a
little rally of his own,
coming back from a 0-30
deficit in the final game
to tie it at 30-30.
What followed was the
crucial point of the
match. Purcell fired an
ace to go ahead, 40-30,
then punched a forehand
shot past Luna at the net
to win,6-3.
"I got some more
energy back. Mentally I
didn't feel tired anymore

so the mental overtook
the physical," Purcell
said. "I was just lucky he
pooped out. The match
lasted one hour and 50
minutes.
Tonight the victor will
walk away with $32,000 of
the $200,000 prize money,
although Purcell's share
will be $1,000 less. He was
fined that amount earlier
in the week for abusing
an official.
Purcell, ranked 30th by
the Association of Tennis
Professionals, was the
runnerup to Jimmy Connors at Indianapolis in
1980. His best previous
showing this year was as
runnerup to Connors in
the Pacific Southwest
Open in Los Angeles.
Luna, ranked 62nd,
reached two semifinals
last year and one this
year, at Nice.

Tennis
BASTAD,Sweden (API strom, who defeated
— Mats Wilander of fellow countryman
Sweden defeated Gustavo Thomas Hogstedt 6-2. 6-4.
Tibedfi of Argentina 7-6, in the final.
6-3 to reach the finals of Anders Jarryd and
the $75,000 Swedish Open Hans Simonsson capTennis Champinships.
tured the all-Swedish
doubles finals with a 0-6,
The top -seeded 6-2, 7-6 victory over
Wilander will face fellow- Wilander and Joakim
Swede Henrik Sund- Nystrom.

Track and Field
SANTA BARBARA, ed their American opCalif. ( API - Jane ponents 18,770 to 18,613,
Frederick of Santa Bar- while the Soviet men topbara set an American ped the Americans in the
recordsin the heptathlon decathlon team scoring
competition in the USA- 48,135 to 45,663.
USSR decathlon- LONDON (AP) —
heptathlon dual meet.
David Moorcroft of Britain won the 3,000-meter
Frederick scored 6,457 race at the Citizen Interpoints to break her own national track and field
American record of 6,423 meet in 7 minutes, 32.79
points which she set last seconds, the second
May in Gotzis, Austria
fastest time ever in the
,The Soviet women edg- 3,000.

753-8971

Southold* Couto/

British Open falls
to PGA-less Watson
TROON,Scotland (AP)
— Tom Watson, British
Open champion for the
fourth time, has only one
major golf title left to win
now, and that's the PGA.
"Everybody will say
it's the one I haven't
won," Watson said after
finishing one stroke
ahead of Nick Price of
South Africa and Peter
Oosterhuis of Britain in a
nail-biting finish Sunday
on the Royal Troon links.
"Well, what about Arnold Palmer'? It was the
only major he never
But Watson, who has
won the U.S. and British
Opens within a few
weeks, will be out to fill
the gap and win the PGA
at Tulsa, Okla., the first
week in August
"I will be ,taking ten
days of rest and recreation," he said. "Then I
will start preparing for
the next big one "

When Watson reached
Troon's 18th tee he was
two strokes behind Price,
who had been going
strong all day around the
7,067-yards par-72 course.
Watson finished with a
2-under-par 70 for a total
of 284 and then waited patiently in the clubhouse
with his wife Linda beside
him.
Price, a 25-year-old
South African who had
come unheralded to the
Open, gave way under the
strain of the (-lose finish.
He made dot le bogey at
the 15th, taking four to
reach the green, and
another bogey at the 17th
and tossed the lead into
Watson's lap. He finished
with a 73 and a 283 total.
Price tied for second
with Peter Oosterhuis of
.-England, who birdied the
final hole for a 70.
American tourist Tom
Purtzer came on with a 69
and tied for fourth at 282

And sure enough, as the
course of Caldwell's
game ran true, he birdied
not only No.17, but 18 too.
Lamb fought the hard
chase Sunday, using five
birdies to post 33 34 67,
but his recovery for par
after hitting water on
No.12 brought the most
accolades.
Lamb's tee shot on
No.12 hooked into the
pond on No.8 and he was
faced with a sure bogey
situation. However, his
second shot ( third stroke
with the penalty) landed
12-feet from the pin
where he putted for par.
Caldwell, who regularly plays partners with
Lamb,said,"I figured if I
got past 12 with the lead
I'd have it made. Jim
went in the water and I
thought, 'It's all over.'
But he came back and
almost got me."
While Caldwell's 12under-par was raising
eyebrows, both Truman
Whitfield, Saturday's
runnerup, and defending
champion Roy Boisture
of Princeton were having
opposite results.
• Whitfield couldn't buy a
putt Sunday until the 17th
hole and by then his firstday 66 was mired under a
second-day 70.
Boisture, a pre-tourney
favorite to repeat as
titleholder, had trouble
with No.10 on Saturday,
drawing a triple-bogey
six on the short par-3.
"It's funny," he laughed after posting 7069-139 for fifth place, "I
shot one stroke better
than last year and still
lost by seven. But
anytime someone shoots
12-under he deserves to
win."
The weekend tourney
was especially good, even
to some who didn't-shoot
the blazing underscores.
Will Lawson, a local
businessman, chalked up
his first ace in 25 years of
golf.
Lawson said he didn't
see his 4-iron shot go in
the hole on the 200-yard,
par-3, No.6 because the
sun was in his eyes.
However a nice surprise
was waiting for him on
the green.
"It just took a good
bounce and went right
in," Lawson said. "We
kept looking for it and
they kept saying, 'It went
in. It went in the hole.' So
I looked and sure enough,
there it was ... then the
Ricter scale gave a big
jump."
Lawson finished the
ace-aided day with a 79
and placed fifth in the
fourth flight with a
tourney total of 167.
Flight winners for the
annual tourney included:
first flight — Lee Canter,
75-68--143: second flight
— Mike Carter, 7870-148; third flight —
Anthony Fike, 82-70-152;
fourth flight — Dwight
Brasher, 85-76-161; and
fifth flight — Jerry
Suiter,92-80-172.
Individual results from
the 1982 OCC Men's Invitational are as follows:
claaaria(aiefiled
Jerry Caldwell
Jim Lamb
Truman Whitheld
Horner Branch
Roy Boisture
Kevin D'Angelo
Don Cothran
Fred Sanders
Joe Remost
Monty Newcomb
Danny Ham
Riek Hadleid
LW,Grooms
Dick Howe
Ralph McCulaton
Jerry Grogan
Robert Mangan
KonAiltoth..
George Coghill

rim RR&
Lee Cantm
Tim Garland
Joe Manley
J P Putter
/Ma Howard
Mark Allan
1.Na,
.Narlie Hargrove
Kerma Alexander
Roy Cothran
,
..Buck King
Patlan Newell
Mae Morgan
ar '.iaa•

ACE LINKER — Murrayan Will Lawson fired the
only ace of the Oaks Country Club Men's Invitational. Sunday, and it was the first hole4n-ooe of his
25-year golfing career. He used a 4-iron an the 300yard, par-3 No.6 hole and bounced the shot straight
In the bucket. Lawson finished the round with a
seven-over-par, 79.

101 Wham
John Wats
Lamy Maar
Radell Parts
David linmelles
Ana While
Dam Pomba
'Nana Armatrana
Rad lima

1441-132
111147-1311
114M-1311
7047-137
7041.-139
71-70-141
7341-142
11-74-143
73-71-144
7374-144
71-73-144
70-74-145
71-74-145
72-75-117
73-711-1111
7171-148
71.71-149
73-77-150
wasdrew
7640-143
7144-144
75711-14$
75-70-161
71-70-141
7740-141
76-75—Ill
74.73-117
71-73-118
73-73-118
74-7O-141
77-75—Ill
71-71.-101
74-77-161
711-76-11.3
77.71-1112
711-71-1/3
111
74-71-153
71140-114
7747-144
7041-134
77-71-116
7741— 116
7111-594
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Third Rotary meet is charm for local swim team
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Youngsters were drifting in for an afternoon
dip, splashing Into the
Murray city pool. Their
time was funtune on a
sunny Saturday afternoon, but little did they
know only a few hours
prior a titanic struggle
had churned those same
watars.

The confrontation the annual Rotary Invitational - featured swim
teams from Murray.
Hopiunsville, Calvert City, Paducah, Greenville
and Mayfield.
Host Murray-Calloway
Swim Team finished first
after being runnerup to
Hopkinsville last year
and placing third the year
before
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WINNING COACH - Murray-Calloway Swim
T-eawi ooach Laurie Martin poses with the Rotary
Invitational first place trophy after her team beat
Hopkinsville,487-475.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Saturday's surprise
victory even caught M-C
Swim Team coach Laurie
Martin off guard. "How
much did we win by? 30
points? I'm not even sure
how much we won by. I
only know we won."
It wasn't until she
found out the final difference was only a dozen
points that the impact
struck home.
- Twelve points.
Whew now I'm really
nervous. I didn't know it
was that close."
Martin said she knew
the team had dedicated
itself to winning the
elusive championship
and the hard practice
paid off. M-CST edged the
visiting Hbpkinsville
squad, 487-475, with
Calvert City a distant
third at 328.
"It was a team effort
all the way," Martin said.
"I can't think of any one
individual effort that was
a standout. This year
everybody worked hard
and we worked hard as a
team. We felt we could do
it. We knew we could do
it."
The locals had already
defeated Hopkinsville in
the team's dual meet
earlier in the year, a factor which gave them a lot
of confidence, Martin
said. "We were ahead
throughout the meet but
we knew we couldn't let
up. Hopkinsville always
gives us a tough time."
At the end of 24 events
M-CST held a 170-156 lead
over the Hopkinsville
squad but at the 36-event
mark, nearly halfway in
the 80-event meet, the
visitors had cut the advantage to 229-212 with
Paducah in third with 148.
The locals finished
strong, however, and rejected the late rallies.
Individually, the victors had several strong
performances.
Steven Gresham, the
only ,undefeated local
swimmer entering the
meet, almost maintained
his unbeaten status with
victories in the boys' 8and-under freestyle,

backstroke, individual
medley, before falling to
second in both the
breaststroke and butterfly.
Cathy Willulins put on
another outstanding MCST performance, winning in the girls' 12-andunder freestyle,
backstroke, individual
medley, and placing second in the butterfly
Both Gresham and
Williams also participated on winning
relay teams.
Individual results for
the M-CST are as follows:
Mays
Geis 1 and ender Medley Reim - Man*
Mame, Mho Germ...ma Gaya Trimble, Vargas Samoan.firt
Gans la and anther Mad* Rol.y -Stephanie Sammons, Lori Beth McCullar
Amy 1140011. Beth Wilma,second
Girls It mad no.. Medley Relay - Holly
Breeno, Jeweler Baylor,. Cathy Whom
Mem Capped, Bret
Girls 34 and ender klediey Relay - COM
Lams, Charla Basun, Mary Jo Saw
owns, Tammy Weiser fun
Bays 14 end under Medley Rehr Jonathan Gruhmi. Sean Terry, Robert
Napkin., Eric Easley, Mint
Boys I and wader Medley Relay - Caleb
Mutely, Peter Jim,Steven Gresham,
Sean Malineeskes, first
Boys blood under Medley Relay - Bnan
Shell, Mark Simmons Jonathan Gresham,
Jame Town.firet
Ben 12.41 ander Medley Itchy Gauen. Michael HCOLIM, Eno Easley, Jimmy Tripp,fourth
Girls lilt Medley Ftelay - Kelly
104m, Whitney Taylor Kim Sykes, la
Maimuardt.
Bon 15-11 Medley Relay
Robbie Marquardt, Sean Terry Robbie Perrin. Robert
Hopkins, fourth
reseetyle

Girls 6 and under - Mandl McClure, fire
Girls 1 end under
Vanessa SIM11110111,
Girls 10 and under - Amy Burton,first
Girls 12 and under - Cathy Williams,
fIrst
Boys Rand under - Caleb Johnson,first
Boy. 11 end moiler - Steven Gresham,
flre
Boys ID and under - Jonathan Gresham,
second
Vol. 14 and under - Mary Jo Simmons,
second
Gni/
- Kelly Thomas, third
Boys 14 and under - Sean Terry, fourth
Boys 15-1$- Robb., Marquardt math
[Mendel Medal 1.W.
Girislisadimder -Goya Tnimsble,1104
Girls II and ander - Amy Burton, first
Girls 12 end under - Cathy bitterns,
first
Girls 14 and under - Mary Jo Simmons,
firel
Girls 15-11 - Kelly Thomas 7,010
Boys 11 and wider - Steven Gresihm.
Bell
Boys 173.41 under - Jonathan Gresham,
second
Boys Li and ander - Eno Easley.second
Boys 14.41 under
Robert Hosanna,
fifth
Boys 1118 - Roblin Perrin
Breaststroke
Gm!,6 and under-Mandl McClure. fort

Johncock proved that
Sunday, holding off a
determined bid from Andretti to win the Norton
Michigan 500 with an
average speed of 153.925
mph in his Wildcat 8B
Cosworth. Johncock
finished 14.71 seconds
ahead of Andretti in the
$500,000 event at
Michigan International
Speedway.
"You don't think about
being teammates," saia
Johncock, the 45-year-old
native of nearby Coldwater. "We might both
drive for the Patrick
Team, but I run Mario as
hard as anybody else and
he runs me."
Andretti won the pole
postion in qualifying, but
crashed that car in the

final practice lap n Saturday and was forced to
move from the No. 1 slot
all the way back to 33rdnext to last - in his
backup car for the start
of Sunday's race.
The crafty Andretti,
despite what he considered an inferior car
and some pain from the
previous day's crash,
moved up quickly and led
for 37 circuits around the
two-mile, high-banked
oval.
"I tried," said a weary
Andretti, 42. "The car
was so loose. I was just
hanging on at the end."
The track also continued to bring bad luck
to veteran driver A.J.
Foyt, who crashed for the
second straight year.
Foyt, who was severely
injured in a 1981 wreck at
Michigan, suffered only
minor injuries Sunday
when he slid into the wall
on turn 4 after colliding
with Hector Rebaque.
"Some of these guys

just aren't capable of
driving these cars," Foyt
said. "I could see him
coming across. There
was nothing I could do."
Foyt spurned a visit to
a hospital in nearby
Jackson and instead said
he was heading home to
Texas. He suffered a
MILWAUKEE (AP)puncture wound to his left
leg and a sore ankle and In a 1982 Camaro, Dick
Trickle of Wisconsin
tailbone.
Rapids flashed across the
Johncock pocketed finish line a comfortable
$89,371 of the prize 3.7 seconds ahead of semoney. Andrea' earned cond place Butch Miller
$51,677 for finishing se- of Lawton, Mich., in a
cond.
Pontiac Firebird in the
It was the second vic- Miller High Life 200-mile
tory in a 500-mile race stock car race.
this season for Johncock,
It was a race short
who held off Rick Mears
for a dramatic triumph at track veteran Trickle, 40,
the Indianapolis 500 in wanted to win more than
May. If he wins the any other.
Pocono 500 in Long Pond, "I've led this race
Pa., next month,
Johncock would become
the first Indy car driver
since Al Unser in 1978 to
win three 500-mile races
in one year.
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Jerry Neale
Don Johnnie
Pal Howard
4115m7 Beene.
Tommy Groom
Jerry Featherstone
Jerry Webb
Billy Templeton
Charles Reed
TM Choate
Hark Denhern
lorry Hill
Nelms Boyd
Herb Harley
C T VIInalsr•
Samtny Shealwfd
Lyle Canter
Rick Miller
Jerry Napkin
DOM AIIII•11162f
Jed Davidson
Gary Rhoades
Joe Mira
Charism Cakferell
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..Wito Prichard
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12-70--151
11-73-134
11-73-156
11170-1311
1176--158
13▪ -711-154
71-0-1511
11-711-101
12-79-181
1141-141
11-71-101
8240-111
*141-lit
8141-le
1440-114
13412-414
1411-111
1$11-117
1114-4-111
11147-10
14-1*--1•11
WO-HO
1411-170
1114111--111
614111-1W

Girl.llfldl-Gays Trimble.second
-Amy Burton, first
Girls lead Me,
Girls 12 and oder - Megan Cannock, second
G11111 14 and asukir - Mary Jo Simmons
second
Gird t 5-18 - Wbsiney Taylor,ftfth
Boys 1 end under - Steven Gresham.
first
Boys 10 and under - Jonathan Gresham.
second
Boys 12 and under - Erin Easley, second
Boys 14 and under - Robert Hopkuts,
fon*
Boys 15-18 - Robbie Pen-tn. fourth
Breaststroke
Guts mod under- Mandl McClure,first
Garial and under - Gaya Trunble,ftrst
Girl. 11 and under - Amy Burton. first
Girls 12 and under - Megan Cannock, second
Girb 14 end under -- Mary. Jo Simmons,
second
Girls 15-11 -- Whitney Taylor, fifth
Boyst and under - Caleb Johnson. first
Soy,1 and untkr - Steven Gresham, ...coed
Boys 1Bond under -3...,Town,second
Boys 12 and under- Enc Easley, fun
Boys 14 and untkr- Sean Terry, third

Trickle overcomes
leadjinx, triumphs
in Milwaukee race
before, but something
always went wrong,"
Trickle said Sunday.
"Not this time,I kept saying. Before the race we
checked.over and over to
make sure we weren't
missing on one little
thing."
A crowd of 21,890 - up
about 4,000 from last year
- saw Trickle lead 103
laps of the 200 lap race,
and take home the $10,000
winner's of the $65,000
purse at the State Fair
Park Speedway.

Frank Johnson
Roofing

•Specializes in Composition
*Commercial Flat Roofs
'Free Estimates

Caldwell singes...
Stanley Hargrove
Howard Steely
Villanom
Jame Perker
Ilecoad flight
Mike Carter
Dow Ryan
MI Wiseman
Jeff Shepherd
Racherd Knigte
Wm Walker
Ricky Ryan
PM Dailey
Dam Severn
PM Tram
Billy Deo CrOODO
With Wm
Makvain Ray
Jaw,Jams
Joe klanon
Al Ills.
Hal Kemp
Roger Grogan
Rill Seals
Bob lansastee
Norden lomei
Greg Seery
Alma ilmellee
• tkies&ey
Mika Cialkmane
Juror Law
J Cladawy
PhiIiinartrr
AM/C1Inkar
Ow Meow
Csr101:1010

Sam Janes
Bill Wilson
Keith Hayes
01,01 41....
Jerry Baehr
Terry Turner
Jim Normartin
Bill Lax
Donne Whichelm
Joe Mat/emery
T E.Jaare
Joe Pat Lamb
Ron Gahm.
Ricky
Plelk Bight
Jerry Swan
.11w Bryan
T.ToT %Bows
O.Brodford
DO Underwood
Mariam 1111OWOon
1101,1111/se
Seal lalbst
.I•n•
Ye*Smile
Dot lialangton
DO Paned
Maw lialcloas
Dna Unilannwd
Cade 01111mil
Gana PM King
Ma Mum
Itas WW1.
Gooey "Wrier
Mot Ray
Wry OW..
David Mimi

Call 753-5027

24 Hr.
VW 414

YOU PAID FOR IT
LET US HELP
YOU CLAIM IT
Thousands of dollars are due local residents in
the form of unpaid medical expense benefits
Do you have $$$ you ore not aware of? The time
"
411--I" it ,to file may be running 01N Let us help you $
1743-179
*4-11-114 $ benefit from your benefits.
414- iN
CALL FOI FURTHER INFORMATION
Ise- lc
••••--In

11-12-174
14-116-174
1344_ 17
,

lilla=1
wa 432
11

753-7750
MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE

1341-113
1111-1114
11•111-114
97411-111(
r4,„Ir
9141-1;11
1
1,11111-1111
111141/411
111/4111-114

right! were responsible for six first place finishes
and three seconds in individual events, plus both
competed on winning relay teams for Murray(a noway in Saturday's Rotary Invitational meet.

Girls 6 and under - Mont McClure, ale
chid
Glint and under- Gaya Trimble,fool
Girls 10 and under - Amy Burton.first
Girls 12 and mks. - Cathy Williams,
first
Girls 14 end onokr - Mary Jo Simmona,
second
Girls 15-18 - Kelly Thomas,sant
Boys 4.41 under - Caleb Johnson,fun
Boys S and under - Steven Greshank
first
Boys 10.41 umler - Jonathan Gresham,
awand
Boys II and under- Eno Eaaley,, second
Boys 14 and under Robert HockillS, fifth
Boys 15-11 - Robbie Pernn. third
Beduin:4e

Johncock, Andretti forget
friendship after green flag
BROOKLYN, Mich.
(AP)-Even though they
race for the same team,
there is no love lost between Gordon Johncock
and Mario Andretti once
the green flag falls.

HOT SOLOS - (Top photo Cathy Williams
(striped suit) demonstrates a turning move to her
grandfather, Jimmy Williams, (right). Cathy
Williams and teammate Steven Gresham I bottom

•
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t
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Boys 15-18 - Robbe Perrtn, fourth
Buiderfly
Gids 1.41 under Gaya Trimblesecond
Girb Wand under- Amy Burton,loot
Girls 11.41 under - Cathy Wdhams. serf5f5t1
Girls 14 and under - Mary Jo Simmons,
third
Girls 15-11 - Kim Sykes, durd
Boys 6 and under - Steven Gresham. second
Boys 10 and under, - Jonathan Gresham,
second
Boys 12 and under - Eric EinleY.fourth
Boys 14 and under - Robert
linkinsfourth
Boys 15-13- Robbie Perrin. fourth
Freestyle Relays
Girls 8 and under - Vanessa Sammons.
Helen Garrestaiou Tomianna McCullar,

lay, Trunne, second
Boys 15-16 - Robbie Marquardt. Robin
Girls 10 and under - Beth Wilson. tort
Perrin. Sean Terry, Robert Hopkins, flfth
Beth MoCullar. Stephanie Sammons. Amy.
MastersSwan
Burton. ftrst
1Coaclos k
Girls 12 and under
Jennifer Rayburn,
Cathy WI:1.ms, Cheryl Btllington. Megan
Woman
Gagnon,foal
Pat Honiurn, Sue Tnmble Wendy Rose,
Girls 14 and under - Cherie Weldo,. [awe Mart. wont
Tawny Wagner. Cathy Williams Mark
Sirnmons,second
Girls 15-11 - Kon Sykes. lut Marquardt.
%duel Johnson, Vernon Town John
Whitney Taylor Kelly Thomas,fdth
Grdim Torn Begley
Boys 8 and under - Sean Malmauskas,
Freestyle Relay
CaleigMaginson
Jalpar,,Slersr
Griorn. first
Waram
Goben
Bon 16 and ander - Jonathanr
Mark Sunmons Brian Shell. J13011 Town,
Wendy Rose, Laurie Martin Hiffeneggen,
first
Melissa Easley, first
Boys 12 and under- Jirnrm Troip, Chad
Mee
Gibson, Eric Easley. Michael Hopkins,
fourth
Michael Johnson. Vernon Town Tom
Boys 14 and under --- Sean Ton',', Eno
Ingle). John Griffin
F-asley, Jason Town, Robert Hopkins. third
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Israel, Lebanon skirmish develops friction
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"Firefox" is new adventure
for Clint Eastwood followers
The plot of Firefox is as
simple and as direct as
Clint Eastwood's movie
persona: Russia has invented a "mach 5 aircraft
with thought control
weaponry" and
Eastwood's job is to steal
it.
The simplicity of that
plot is part of Firefox's
problem. Action movies
with an inevitable outcome require a group of
good guys and, naturally, one traitor) who can
interact with one another
and then die, one by one,
on their way to their
distination
Remember
The Guns of Navarone
and Where Eagles
Dare?) In Firefox
Eastwood is alone.
Perhaps Firefox could
have gotten away with its
basic plot if it had used a
shorter buildup. I The
Russian settings are fairly interesting. I But an
hour and a half into the
movie—at a time when
most movies are winding
down—Eastwood is still
skulking around Moscow
disguised as a Russian.
What the movie has going for it is Eastwood
himself, as cool and as
laconic as ever "Yea, I
can fly it; I'm the best
there is," Eastwood tells
an Air Force officer),
some good Star
Wars-inspired special effects during Eastwood's
escape flight back to the
States, and a comforting
and familiar message:
Yankee grit and
resourcefulness are
superior to Russian mental rigidity.
While watching The
Secret of NIMH I
discovered a new
criterion by which to
judge kid's movies: Time
the kids as they sprint up
the aisles on their way to
the concession stand. The
faster they go, the better
the movie. The Secret of
NIMH inspired their little
legs to become blurs.
Ever since the release
in 1938 of Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs, the
Disney studio hasn't had
a worthy rival in fulllength animated films.
Now it does. Of course,
the creators of NIMH
......)
OKAY MEN
MOVE OUT!

were trained at the
Disney studios. I They
left, so they say, when
they perceived a decline
in Disney's animation
standards.
They've pulled if off.
NIMH is a wonderful
movie, every bit as
polished and as inventive
as Disney's best.
It's about a widowed
mama mouse another
one-parent family like the
one in E.T.i with a sick
child. "Is he going to die?
one of the healthy
children asks. With a
desperately sick, bedridden baby mouse, mama
mouse is prevented moving her home, which is
threatened by spring
plowing. So she goes to a
nest of rats for help.
These rats are special:
They have superior intelligence because they
were injected with an experimental drug by scientists at NIMH, the National Institute of Mental
Health.
The movie also has funny crows, terrifying owls,
squashed spiders, a subplot that concerns a
power struggle within the
rat nest, deep philosophy
("Girls can't resist a
sparkly," the crow tells
us), the usual anti-adult
world comments ( NIMH,
we are told by a little
furry animal, indulged in
"unspeakable tortures to
satisfy scientific curiosity), and scary situations.
( As mama mouse's home
sinks into .a quagmire,
her children inside peep,
•'Mama, mama, we are
suffocating.")
Art work is first-rate,
and the movie is alive
with light and movement.
Electricity (the rats are
heavy into electricity)
sparkles, lightning bugs
glow, water rings gleam,
dew glistens.
Backgrounds are rich in
detail and color. Animation is smooth and
lifelike.
Firefox is a PG due to a
couple of very violent and
bloody man-to-man fights
and a few low-level swear
words. NIMH is a G,
though I swear I heard a
little fury animal utter a
"Damn" under stress.

AP Religion Writer
Keen interreligious
friction has developed in
this country as a result of
Israel's military drive in
Lebanon, with most
mainline Christian and
Jewish leadership edgily
divided about it.
Major Americen churches, with long-time
heavy mission investments and ties' in
Arab areas of the Middle
East, including Lebanon,
have been strongly
critical of Israel's operations there.
But Jewish organizations, along with a few individual Christian
leaders, have generally
defended Israel's action
as sadly justified to end
years of attacks by the
Palestine Liberation
Organization.
While both religious
sectors have lamented
the civilian casualties
and both have encouraged emergency aid to
Lebanese civilians in the

battle zone, church
He said at a news conleaders mainly have ference that 300,000
castigated Israel for it.
Lebanese and 200,000
"Machiavellian," de- Palestinians "are trapnounced United ped" by Israel's siege of
Methodist Bishop Dale Beirut. He reiterated
White of Princeton, N.J. demands of church
accusing Israel of ag- leaders that Israel
gressive militariszn, kill- withdraw.
ing and destroying in
The problem led the
violation of international president of the inlaw.
terdenominational counAnother strong cil, United Methodist
criticism came last week James Armstrong, to call
from J. Richard Butler, for a special meeting with
director If the Middle Jewish leaders. Some acEast office of the Na- cepted, but others declintional Council of Chur- ed on the ground that
ches, who charged abuse church contingents would
by Israel of prisoners it include PLO supporters.
The council itself urged
had taken.
inclusion of the PLO in
Butler, a former
talks, arousing keen
church official in JordanJewish resentment.
ruled East Jerusalem
who left there when
While major denominaIsrael took it in the 1967 tional officials, Proteswar and with continued tant and Roman Catholic,
links to churches in the have sternly assailed
Arab region, also accused Israel's tactics and the
Israel of "needlessly toll of lives and hardship,
obstructing" relief a few noninstitutional
shipments.
Christian leaders have

The Rev. Franklin H.
Littell, a theology professor at Temple University in Philadelphia and a
specialist in Christian
ties to Judaism, also
defended Israel's actions.
Reform Jewish rabbis,
at their recent convention, blamed the crisis on
"PLO terrorism" against
both Israelis and
Lebanese, but also urged
and extended cease-fire,
and many rabbis voiced
criticism of Israel's
operations and dismay at
the deaths and suffering.

Thunderbirds will soon take to the air in form
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — The scorching
heat hovers at 1 1 5
degrees as Jim Latham's
F-16 jet zips across the
Nellis range, escorted by
one of many pilots hoping
to play a role in the resurrection of the Air Force
Thunderbirds.
These are long, hot, tiring days for Latham, a
native of Kansas City who
learned to fly over the
Kansas Flint Hills, survived six months in a Viet
Cong prison camp, and
vowed to quit the Air
Force if they tried to take
him out of the cockpit.
He is the architect of a
new Thunderbird flying
team that will replace the
one decimated Jan. 18
when four sleek red,
white and blue jets slammed into the desert during a practice maneuver.
The job of rebuilding
the Air Force's premier
public relations vehicle
rests squarely on the
shoulders of this muchdecorated major who was
2oaxed into flying by a
fraternity brother at Kansas State University.
Since his selection to
the prestigious post of
commander-leader June
8, Latham has been
evaluating applications
of Air Force officers
around the globe who
want to be one of the six

NOW AS WE MARCI4
ALONG, IF 'fa) NAVE
ANY QUESTIONS JUST
SPEAK R161-IT UP...

team pilots.
As the field of candidates is culled, Latham
has been flying with the
applicants, putting them
through paces they'll
later show the public —
flying a few feet apart or
whipping along the desert
floor at 600 mph.
-He doesn't want a
man flying the slot or
wing position without
having total confidence in
him," says Col.Mike
Wallace, information officer at Nellis Air Force
Base, where the elite
team is headquartered.
The flight testing is expected to last two or three
more weeks. Then there
will be further evaluations, and finally
Latham's recorrunendations to Gen. W.I,.
Creech, head of the Tactical Air Corrunand at
Langley, Va. Creech, a
member of the Thunderbirds in 1953, will have
the final say.
Because of Latham's
rigorous schedule, he
would not be permitted to
give interviews until
team selection is cornplete, Wallace said.
The 35-year -old
Latham has been flying
as often as three times
daily with different pilot
prospects, going through
intricate maneuvers to
see how the pilots follow

NO, OLIVIER,
(
....
THERE'S
NO "OFFSIDE
IN HIKING
C)
r
—.444,
4

I HAVE TO GO TALK
TO MY PLANT

upheld Israel's cause as
just to rid Lebanon of
foreign raiders.
The Rev. Jerry
Falwell, Moral Majority
leader, says he has
visited Israel's northern
villages, constantly
threatened and often
shelled by Palestinian
postions across the
border, and that Israel is
fully justified in its action
to end it.
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RIGHT NOW IT'S TRYING
TO HEAR WHAT THE
NEIGHBORS ARE
)
GOSSIPING ABOUT

PHOOEY--A PLANT
CAN'T
HEAR

-rec•

N

his lead and respond to
his commands.
Much of the Thunderbirds' season has been
scrubbed because of the
accident and the team
may not fly for the public
at all this year. The
season normally runs
from March through
November but Wallace
says no demonstrations
are planned "at least
through October 1."
When they do fly the
group will have to be
letter-perfect because of
the public scrutiny
brought about by
January's desert
disaster, which killed
four outstanding pilots.
Latham flew 148 shows
as right wingman with
the Thunderbirds in 197880. He knows full well the
responsibility felt by the
Thunderbird commander.
The Thunderbird pilots
are trained to fly off their
leader, watching his
plane rather than instruments or the ground.
Their precision
aerobatics dictate they
fly that way.
When a mechanical
malfunction jammed the
tail fin in Maj. Norm
Lowry's T-38 last
January, captains Pete
Peterson, Mark Melancon and Willie Mays
followed him into the
ground in a screaming
600 mph dive.
Thunderbird leader
won't be Latham's first
challenge.

October of 1972 while on
his 328th combat mission
in Southeast Asia. He
broke bones in both legs
bailing out of his crippled
F-4 Phantom.
Six months of imprisonment followed, often in a
darkened pillbox.
just sat there and
thought," he recalled in a
1979 interview. ''I
memorized all the states
and all the capitals in
alphabetical order —
backward and forward.
"My biggest concern
was the unknown. I
thought a lot about my
wife, my family — would
I ever get to see them
again?"
Captured after one
escape attempt, Latham
was told he would be killed if he tried it again.
He was freed with other
American prisoners in
March 1973.
Latham, who was
beaten when he tried to
escape his captors, says
his months as a prisoner
of war gave him a new
awareness of his
capabilities and limitations.
"It's also given me an
appreciation for the type
of life we all have in this
country," Latham said in
a 1979 interview while
performing with the
Thunderbirds in Kansas
City. "It may sound corn y , but it's true.
Whenever I feel down, I
can remember how bad it
really can be."
As for his future?
"As long as I can stay
in the cockpit and fly jet
planes, I'll stay in the Air
Force," Latham has said.
"But the minute they
stick me behind a desk,
I'll find another
job.. where I can fly."

His uniform bears two
Silver Stars, two Purple
Hearts, the Bronze Star
and 18 air medals. The
first Silver Star was for
rescuing five Army infantrymen about to be
overrun by the enemy;
the second for attempting
VINEGAR
to escape while a prisoner
When laundering dark
of war.
clothing, vinegar in the
Latham was shot down final rinse cycle will
over North Vietnam in remove lint.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
SOMETHING
HAS TO BE
PONE ABOUT
THOSE GUYS
ANP THEIR
STEREOS

VERA mERRILL Ji..(672
TALKED HER
HLISE54ND INTO
e,LNiNG HER A W-IOLE
NEW
SuMMEcoe
r")

DO v0.) THINK
I COuLD DO THE
SAME THING ?
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AcElosS
1 Dagger s
handle
5 Cut
9 Haul
12 Winglike
13 Castor's
mother
14 Mkt
15 Chopped
finely
17 Entrances
19 Higher
21 Lancting
22 Doe
24 Printer's
T4MOSIX4
25 Noise
26 Poseasehre
pronoun
27 Cbmbing
palm
29 Tellurium
I31 — 591,11
32 Teutortec
deity
33 Interlection
34 Neckpiece
35 French article
36 Seagates
38 Parcel of
Mnd
39 Mee
40 Sweater Mee
Able
41 Deposits
42 Judge
44 Slumbers
MI A Mate
44 4441i4:404111
bUrnif
51 Transgress
52 Flockftett
54 lawniew wend

56 Wwwwwww•
se $waim* for

diving
Si itureelan ruler

Of yore
Answer to Saturday's Punk
DOWN
1 Possessed
2 Mohammedan name
3 Agents
4 Walk on
5 Chlorine
symbol
Feel regret
for
7 Aroma
8 Equality
9 Retinue
10 Lubricates
11 Clean
16 550 Rom
18 Twofold
20 Become
aware of
22 Wind spirally
23 Mustacai
instrument
25 Obstructs
27 Anr..lent
Instrument

MOM UUDUU
'MUGU MEMO
MU MUM OCIUM
UDU MUDD ULU
CUM UUOUU OU
MUM MOUE=
DIEU OMB
BEIWOUOU MOW
00 MUGU MED
ODU MUGU DESU
MOO MUGU DU
UUUUDU UMOUUU
LAMM MUM
28 Subrect
29 Street sound
30 Ones
34 Consecrates
36 Speechless
37 Bak, tor one
39 WM/sonnets)
41 Fiat fish
42 Sprint

43 Lamb's pen
name
44 Pintail duck
45 Digraph
17 Skill
49 Money ot old
50 Neither'.
companion
53 — a be
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I. Legal Notice

1, Legal Notice

MURRAY INDEPENDENT BOARD OF EDUCATION
TM Murray lelenniel Marl it Elnatie will Mil
pilic Manes a the array Marl it finales merle ream
N Illy 21, 1112 at 1.1 p.. ler IN purpose et hearieg public
ammests rogation a proposed Canal feel 1n rate n real
estate of 21 9 nets. al tistolle pausal properly el 16 3 a
special mei Wain We tax roe a real estate it 13 cents
mil a special nal warn feed tax rate os Unite person]
property et IS tests
TN fainal feel tax rate Inied Ii 111-81 se real estate
ml mensal property was 19.5 Cots kal produced renew it
5284.814.38 The prepaid Cenral feel tax rite se real estate
el 21 9 cons is expected Is ermine 553,311 23 fa fiscal
TeX 198113 The preened korai Fon taz rate a tuella
perseal anal if 263 tuts is expected to Kelm.
5112.321 46 ter fiscal year 1982-83 The Special Voted
Rellihie Erni lax tale lend 111111-12 ea real estate and
wsnal property was 6.6 cells eel preload revenue it
598.831 41 The Preened Special Voted Tax rate se real estate
of 13 teats is expected te mane $84.439.81 le renew TM
premed Special feted tax rate N Wylie perusal property
St 1.8 tests is expected II predict renege ef 534,13614. The
Cempeesatin &feral Feed Ill rate se real estate her 1981-83
is 191 texts with retains if 5223,243 04 expected, lanille
person' properly lax rate of 231 is expected to produce
$89.871 70 11m Special Voted tax rate a real estate is 66
with reveow at 5/6,342 13 ael tax rate of 80 costs N tar
Ile persortal property will peke revenge of $3112444
The arias to which revolve a excess of 191142 rereove is
lo be allecatel is as tollows• lostructional Salaries and Pro
grams $79.503
The General Assembly has required publication of Nis
advertisement nd IN Marini* coetained basis.

NOTICE
Custom painting, lettering
trademarks and
general signs
display exhibits.
For free estimate
call 759-9654.

FURCHES
JEWELRY

We con co
Sold family
while yo
end you c

your

6. Help Wanti

$100 Per
Time at H
ster, Amerru
dictionary
needs home
update loc
lists. All
perlence UI
Call 171684
5112.
EXECUTIVE
SECR
Forward cf
sume I
qualificat
per ience,
and salary

10 P. 0. BOx
Kentucky 429

67 Datsun.
Needs clutch
worked on
$500.00. Coll
753-3282.

Assistant

-

NOTICE
112 sow Waterfall ip
to 2 caret waterfall.
Rubies, diamonds and
sapphires
.,FROM

$197.00
To

PUNDONIS, OLDSMOSILI,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1486 W. Mel
753.3315
M & G Complete Glass

Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in
sulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd. 7530180 or 753 2798

Special
Sale
Smith 8 Wesson
44 Cal revolver, 8
inch barrel, Power
Custom, Independance Mo.
VERNON'S WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plan
Open 9one to
9pm Deily
Sundry 1 pm
to Ispas
753 7113

Optometric
for local I
office. So•
required. R
Box 1205,
ferences as
employment
Responsible
babyslt ir
home for 2 !"
Must have
portal ion. Ca
Sales clerk
experience
510,000 plus
days
Action Per
6532

HE
WA/

Shirley Florist
8 Garden
Center

753-2835
Jewelry Repair
Stone setting
Handicrafted Gold
Nuggets
Chain Repair

yew coarmience, Jim
F
Salter Isms ow Sales Dept.
wiN V. it ser showroom
trim 6)30 PM to 1100 PM
es Mondays, Testsdsy,
Tliersdays sod Fridays.

Pt

original pro
CARTER S

2. Notice

502 North
Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
42071
Phone 753-3251

2. Notice

N.Y' S..
759-4444 I
sammionlo
brOvol V
CAlres's

RUM

2. Notice

1'46E11 1H

$1297.00
GOLD &
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 AM to
6 PM doily
1 PM to 6 PM Sunday

753-7113

3 Card of Thanks

Trainee,
aggressil
motivat
available
all shift
experie
quired.
Save M
Coldviate
11 A.M.
No Phone

Tired! Br
Sell toys,
December
party plan
House o
759-4807
Wanted: A
sponsible Sc
month old I
home. Mus
ferences W
1040D Mu
42071

9. Situation V
Will babysi
after 5p.m.
Saturday. I
or 7534425_ F

10. Business

New grow'
The Droll
multi leve
combined
and simplii
order Part
No investr
ventory re
753.8731.

11. Instructk

CARD OF
THANKS
Ow sincere Meeks leaden' Sedum tlie Mesas sail
sweet doses of ow lowed
me, Orestes Nasty
TIsenlis to ell for retch
telephone cob, tiI4 primers,
feed, cords sod the Sewers
sent_ Also we impress eer
beaks tie., David Weems
merfortime words end to
Omits Whitt for her
hoenitel message is noses
sad mese.
We also wish to impress
sier appreciation ti Is
pallbearers Ti., kindness
awl 4444Ikr• viii elways be
romembered by In •
11. •ife s.d cbildree ef
Cheri. Finney

Murray -Calloway Transit Authority
is now accepting applications for o
part-time substitute driver. All applications are due by 4 o'clock,
Wednesday, July 21, 1982.
Previous 1982 applicants need not
reapply.

Private pi
with exi
church p
ginners or
Any age
hour. Air
499.2969.
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CARTER STUDIO
ioi. maw, 751 6298

6. Help Wanted
$100 Per Week Part
Time at Home
Web
ster, America's popular
dictionary company
needs home workers to
update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience unnecessary.
Call 1-716-842-6000. Ext.
5112.
EXECUTIVE
LEGAL
- SECRETARY
Forward complete re•
sume listing
qualifications, experience, references
and salary expectation
to P. 0. Box 769 Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
Optometric assistant
for local professional
office. Some typing
required. Reply to PO
Box 1205, giving references and previous
employment.
Responsible person to
babysit in teachers
home for 2 year old girl.
Must have own transportation. Call 759-4777.
Sales clerk -retail sales
experience preferred.
$10,000 plus benefits. 5
'/2
days per week.
Action Personnel 7536532.

HELP
WANTED
Assistant Manager
Trainee, must be
aggressive, self
motivated and
available to work
all shifts. Some
experience required. Apply at
Save Mart, 801
Coldviater Road,
11 A.M. to 2 P.M.
No Phone Calls.
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Tired! Broke! Blue!
Sell toys, gifts until
December. Fun job,
party plan, free kit.
House of Lloyd
759-4807.
Wanted: Mature, responsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home
Must have references, Write PO Box
10400 Murray, Ky.
42071.

PROPERTY at 3r0 and For sale 1 Atlanta
Sycamore with 6 Da• kerosene heater with
concrete block building, /00 gal tank and stand.
with all utilities and 2 good 254 wood lad ders 753- 3022.
paved parking lot
Property can be used For sale AA Kirby and
for any type busineSs. Electrolux vacuum
Will take car or pickup cleaners, with at
on trade. Owner will tachments
Good as
finance. Paducah 551
new. Call Paris 901 6425543.
7473
Redworm raising busi- Helium Balloons on a
ness for sale. Good String for sale 9 and
potential 436.2102
Ilin. sizes. Assorted
colors for birthdays,
anniversaries,
and all
14. Want to Buy
occassions. 753-0817.
Would like to buy young Old chestnut ice box
mint condition, 3 piece
Mallard hens 436-2455
wicker set Call 901-64/9401
Furnishings
Home
16.
Parts for 4-wheel drive
Chevrolet and 1952
16cu. ft. Kelvinator model
WD.Allis
No-Frost refrigerator
Chalmers without moequipped for ice maker,
tor. 354-8739.
like new $200. Frigidaire dryer $95. Inter- Professional massage
table,
stereo console,
prise stove $25. 9x12 tent
sleeps 6 excellent con- magnavox, electric sign
dition 4100. 2 window 3x5, utility trailer 4x9,reel
fans $7.50 each. Multi- to reel recorder, bass
color couch and chair boat, motor and trailer,
$55. Call 753-8514 after folding metel garage
door_ Call 753-5281.
5:309.m.
A large dinette table SIGN FOR SALE. in
and leaf with wood Southside Shopping
grain formica top and 6 Center, on building
chairs. Hoover upright presently shows Jim's
Discount Shoes. Facia
vacuum. 753-0309.
can be changed. Bargan
Beige and gold Her•
5250.
Contact Terry
culon couch and chair
Melton, 753 3321.
also matching coffee
Call Sawdust • Will deliver
and end tables
Shoemaker Lumber Co.
435-4597.
Hwy 22 North McKinzie,
Older Killchen range
Tenn. 901-352-5777, after
$25., refrigerator $50.,
5p.m. 901.352 3632.
both in good condition
Call after 4p m. Solid redwood patio
furniture, 12 pieces and
753.0475.
umbrella. Two summers old. Call Diana
19. Farm Equipment
Parker 753.5675.
315 International com- Two ground sections for
bine with cab, 10ft. a t.v antenna. 753 2888.
hydrolic automatic
Used building materials
header, 1 row corn
and supplies for sale.
header excellent condiCall 753-5883.
tion. 492-8613.
Victoria 200 tomato
juicer $15.99, grape
22. Musical
spiral 56.99, berry
screen $8.99. Wal len
Hdw_ Paris, Tenn.
Window air conTop 100 Hits, topes ditioners
1175. for
and Albums $8.95
17,000 BTU, $125. for
15,000 BTU
You haul
LIST NOW ONLY
$6.99. This week on- from 1704 Greenbrier
Drive.

ly.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo.. pro-.
fIssiona I iriit4fT6fion:
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Gemeinhardt flute.
Excellent condition
Call 753-8025 after
5 . 30p m

SPINET CONS04.1
PIANO FOR MU
Woote4I rospoosiblo party to
Niko over pivot. Cu he
soon locally. Writs Kr.
Powers. hp 327, Carlyle,
Minor, 42231.

23. Exterminating

9. Situation Wanted
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Will babysit my home
after 5p.m. and all day
Saturday_ Call 753-8237
or 7516425. References.

10. Business Opportunity
New growth Industry.
The profitability of
multi level marketing
combined with the ease
and simplicity of mail
order. Part or full time.
No investment or in
ventory required. Call
753-8731.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Pbeee 753.39'4

24. Miscellaneous

x 811. Flashing
arrow sign. Must sell.
11, Instruction
Sacrifice. 502-529-2721.
Private piano lessons 8hp electric start Long
with experienced Life riding lawn mower.
church pianist. Be- 20in. 3 speed bicycle.
ginners or immediate. 753-2249.
Any age $3. per half Firewood cut to order.
hour. Airport Road, $23. per rick. Call
489 2869
436-2292.

Diamond Solitaires
a very honest 1/2 plus off.
1/2 ct. $570
3/4 ct. $860
1.08 ct. $1,550
11/2 ct. Emerald and Diamond $499
3 rt. ruby cluster $899
Opal and diamond and Opal L ruby
clusters $299 to $375. Immediate
jewelry repair and hand made display
jewelry for sole.
LEO'S IMMEDIATE
JEWELRY REPAIR
404 N. 12th
733-9899

ATTENTION
Serious Job Seekers!
Would you Dice to set your own hours with primfirefly no limit mu earnings arid Imre vocations as
desired? If so, then why not conveniently work
with it serting/beedliag moil. Receive work end
payments by mail. Start inessimlintelyi Far information, a self-addressed, stamped envelope
esseres u pwrinipl reply.
Mall Marketing Services, P.O. Box
Florida 3267$
•

2590, Ocele,

32, Apts. For Rent

43.1tea4 EStite

47. Motorcycles

One and 2 bedroom
duplex apartments
Murray 492 8225
One bedroom efficiency
apartment for girls
Partial utilities paid No
pets $95 monthly. 753
9741

A REAL MONEY
MAKER
Each side
has two bedrooms, I
bath, eat in kitchen
Here's a Chance to have
a home with income and
build equity for the
future
Phone for de
tails and appointment
753 1492 Loretta Jots
Century 21 Realtors

1981 Yamaha 650
Special Like new only
700 miles
$1 900
759-9995
Ask tor Mr
Stewart
For sale 1980 Honda 650
Custom motorcycle
Good condition 436 5403
or 036 5830

21. Miscellaneous

One bedroom efficiency
carpeted, private bath
$95 monthly, plus de
posit Across from col
lege
753 4793 after
49 m.
One bedroom un
furnished apartment
Panorama Shores Kit
chen furnished 436 2484
after 5p.m.
One bedroom Apart
ment, Hamlet North,
carpet, range, re
frigerator, disposiai
No
Lease required
pets. Call 753 7550 or
753-7559
Small neatly furnished 1
bedroom apartment
Inquire 100 S 13th St
Three room apartment
furnished including all
utilities 1801 W Main
753 3984.
Two bedroom apart
ment non furnished,
across from college.
S185
a month plus
deposit. 753.4793 after
4p.m.
Two bedroom apart
ment furnished or un
furnished_ Lease and
deposit. Call 753 9208
after rlp.m.
Two bedroom apart
ment available August
1st. $190 Call 753 4593.
Two bedroom Town
Houses available at
Hamlet North Apart
ments, carpeted, con
tral air and heat, range,
disposia I,dishwasher,
refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookup.
Lease required_ Call
753-7550 or 753-7559.
Two young women want
to share a nice house
with another woman
Near MSU and down
town. ' 2 bath private
entrance. Avail-able
August 1. Call Rebekah
after 5p.m. 753-6577

21. Mobile Home Sales

34. Houses for Rent
For rent like new 2
bedroom home. Gar
age, central air, fenced
yard. $300. a month.
Call 501-695 1871.
For rent to responsible
party 2.3 bedroom brick
home. S125
a month
plus deposit. Call after
5p.m. 512,7837.
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Corn'
pletely furnished,
washer -dryer included.
753 8964 after 5p.m.
Deposit required.
Three bedroom, 2 bath
home, dining room,
Utility, central heat, air
condition. 753-4091.

48. Auto Services

Therms.
Perilem
lesersace
Reel Estate

KEY
AUTO PARTS

Smettside Court Sq.
Mornay, Kentucky
753-445 1

Hwy 121 South
Murray, Ky.

Assume loan at 13 Pret
ty 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
witn fireplace and beam
ed ceiling. Large ear in
kitchen, fenced yard and
located on a quiet street
in one of Murray's best
sub divisions. Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.
BEST BUY ON THE
A
Now is the time of the
year to take off, in your
boat dock behind your
house or to enjoy the
peace and beauty of
Kentucky Lake. We
have 2 lovely homes
with owner financing
priced in 550's. Let us
show you how you can
have that lake home
you've always wanted
and now you can afford
Call Spann Realty Assoc. 753 7714

Commercial Property in Murray.
6,400 sq. ft. of floor
space. Well constructed building
less than 10 years
old. Paved parking
lot. Arranged to
house 1 large or 2
smaller businesses.
Call us at 753-4000
or 489-2266.

INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

Hillside house with 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, corn•
pletely renovated, New
heat pump and lots of
built ins. Good
neighborhood. $62,500.
Kopperud Really-. 7531212.
FOR SALE OR
TRADE.
2 bedroom
home in townfor a 3
bedroom in town or
country. • Let us show
you this adorable starter home or retirement
home. This home is in a
quiet neighborhood, on
a large lot and has extra
outside storage. With
28. Mobile Home Rentals 36. For Rent or Lease
out trade Owner will
A 2 or 3 bedroom new For lease 2 bedroom finance. Priced in the
furniture and carpet, duplex central heat arid 20's. Call Spann Realty
air conditioned. $85. to air, carpet. Man and Associates, 753 7724
$150. per month. Shady wife or lady teacher_
492 8850, after 5p.m
Oaks 753-5209.
753 8061
Equal
Mobile home in country
Strout,
$175. monthly. Call 4139. Opportunity.
Realty
2711.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray. Hickory Lane Stables
Offics Clout to Celia
horse stalls and riding
No pets 489 2611.
Boyers Iron fvoryieluire
lessons available. Call
thimble Service Sipco 1900
759-4588 or 753 7637.
30. Business Rentals
1912(Worts, toad
Horses boarded. Pas
Morrie, lostecky 42071
ture S20. Stalls $30.
(1011753-81116
Limited space. 753 3010.
Mini
Airtime
RINNON
Warehouse
38. Pets-Supplies
Broker
Storage Spore
AKC German Shepherd
lictesed & 1.14.4
For Rent
puppies 60 champions
753-4758
and also guard dogs
501 554 2153.
16. Homes for Sale
Four car shop for rent. AKC Registered FOR SALE BY OWDoberman
puppies
Call
753 8606 or 753-9997
NER. Owner will fin759 4588, 753 7637.
ance equity at 12 per32. Apts. For Rent
Free healthy and lively cent to qualified buyer.
6 week old kittens. 4 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car
Extra nice 1 bedroom
males, 2 females.. 136
garage, • city schools,
furnished apartment. 1
2444.
wooded lot, 1207 Doran
2 block from
Univers
ity. Open now. Call Free to good home; Rd., 753 9732
female
spayed
753-2967 after 5p m
Home for sale by owner
Benji" type mix
3 blocks from shopping
Furnished apar'tments,
House broken
Needs center, 5 years old,
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
children to play with. 2100sq
ft
including
Also sleeping
room
436 2447 after 4p m
garage. Also has car
rooms. Zimmerman
port.
Bargain
at $55,000,
Apts. S 16th 753 6609
43. Produce
For appointment call
You pick green beans 753-1934, after 7p.m.
and sweet corn $3. 753 1861,
Moe 1,501
bushel, 75 cents dozen
WORTH A SECOND
753 5713, 382 2322
LOOK -If you have not
MUR-CAL
seen a home yet that's
43. Real Estate
worth your time and
APARTMENTS
money then it is time
3 bedroom brick only 4
1.11 3 Melrose suits trio
you saw this 4 bedroom,
years old. Large lot with
7
bath home, a family
Nude/e$185.110 er el.
chain link fenced yard.
room the kids can live
Ther•
Two
garage
car
el Nit Newly castrated
in. A living room you
mopane windows, extra
entre' but aid eir,
will really live in. We're
bath, heat punp,
you will like What
cerpelei, litchi apautomatic gargae door sure
you see. For a grand
opener Owner fransfered
phase's. Mite hors IN.call 753 1492,
tour
priced realistically at
Fri. IN-1/,1111 Neu
Loretta Jobs Century 21
$5,500. Kopperud Realty
Multereed Dr
Realtors. Owner says
753 1222.
he will not refuse any
Kerrey. Ay
reasonable offer.

12x50 All electric beautifully decorated
mobile home. 1.5 miles
east of Murray. Low
utilities. $3750. Free
water, free spot rent for
1 year S54.0. value. Don't
let this one pass you by.
Must sell in the next
week. Call 753 8835 from
9a.m. 5p.m. 753 9829
after 5p.m.
For sale 12x60 3 bed
room mobile home partially furnished. Excel,
lent condition $4300.
753 7649

511 1594584
14115111 Opserluity

Kentucky Lake
waterfront 1 bedroom
furnished condo
on
ground level in 4-unit
bldg
Air cond , color
TV, concrete launch
ramp, pier, quiet area
near Murray, KY
Taxes, insurance and
utilities 5240. ,yr. $14,900
Phone 812-295-2618.
Nice very large 2 bed room apartment
753
8730 before 5p m , after
5p m 753-6965
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray
753 4109,
761 6650 or 436.2844

51. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
Tappen Cali 753 5341 or
354 6.956 Earl Lovett

Lawn work Gone
anytime 436 2236

Used Cars
OlISIO•511•4=40641•0•0111i

New end used lee
ports betimes tires

wheel covers
Accsssss

1976 Mercury Marquis
station wagon
1955
Chevrolet 1 door Bel
Air 75/ 8256 or 753 0422
1979 Oldsmobile Delta
88 loaded, excellent
condition, low miles
753 9648, 753 6555
4
1980 Datsun 8210
door. 5 speed, air. AM
FM stereo tape. low low
mileage 436 5414
1981 Pontiac J2000 4
door, 4 speed, air, AM
FM stereo. loaded Al
ier 3p m 7599901
Surplus Jeeps Cars
Many sell for
Boats
For in
under 550
formation call 312 931
1961 Ext. 1774.

Auto

753-5500
Import Auto Salvage
New and used auto
parts
Open 8 5
Mon Sat Call 474 2325
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tune
up, break jobs, rebuilt
motors 435 4272

Used Alternators and
Starters $15.00 with
exchange. Fit most
American cars. Used
tires $8.00 and up

KEY AUTO
PARTS
Hwy. 121

South
753-5500

Build and Repair
Free
tobacco Darns
estimate Call 435 4347
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick
Dry Cleaning
Upholstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
'53 5827

50. Used Trucks
1967 Chevrolet pickup
step side bed, 6 cylin
der, straight shift nice
51250 753 8124.
1977 CJ 5, two tops, white
spoke wheels, high back
seats, A 1 condition 1972
Kawasaki 500, good condi
ton, 5450. call 354 6257
after 9AM
1977 Datsun pickup king
cab, clean, good condi
lion S2695. Call 419 2595.
1979 Dodge Power Wa
gon. 4 wheel drive, air,
automatic, camper top,
low mileage. 436-5414

51, Campers
1973 Shasta camper
12ft. $1200 or best offer
must sell 759 9673

52. Boats-Motors
2381 Fiberglass Cruiser
155 OMC engine fully
$4200. 759
equipped
1987.

53. Services Offered

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experime.
Stained floors our
speciality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
354.6127

Cali

boding Al Types, 15
years experiesice, all
mirk geteranteed. Don
Wersem, 411 2510
if 345-2602

Light hauling arid spray
painting refrigerators
and lawn furniture Will
do yard work 753 2521
ask for Robin
MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING
Commercial, Indust
nal, Residential, also
Patching and Seal
Coating Phone 753 1537
1101111iit
WI clean carpets,
widows, Wee clew
and wax hard wood

floors. Satisfaction
gwarmelwed.

Cnimner Sweep rig
Service. Do it now
before you need your
chimney. Later we will
have a working list. Call
435 4343 or 762 4792_
Concrete, block, brick,
basements, bun
dations, drive ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
Chimneys . Free es
timates. Call 753 5476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
Mg, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs Licensed
Call 753.0092 or 753 9673
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years exCarpentry,
perience
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp J r 435 4319

753-3317
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prim
irig, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional • tree care
753 8536
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair Central air Air
conditioners cleaned. Gas
upon air conditioners $23
436 5536
Repair on all small
engines_ Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
11)01 E
of any kind
St.
Glendale off 17th
753 4590.
Roy's Carpenter Shop
custom wood working
cabinet tops kitchen
cabinets remodeling
additions insurance
repairs_ 753 5883.
Will do any type plumb
ing installation or re
pairs. Call anytime day
or night. Experienced.
All work guaranteed.
436 5855.
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
753 3534.

16 Foot Camper, self con
Pained, good condition.
S900. Call 753 3629.
AMC AIR CONDITIONERS
1 9 7 1
appliances ser•
HORNET, asking and
viced
Freezers,
$800.00 will con• washers, dryers, and
refrigerators. All
sider best offer. brands. 759 1322.
Coll 753-8907 APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
after 5 p.m.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
1968
Cadillac
for
sale
or
.
trade. Good running con• experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
dition. Call 753 9400,
Bob's 'Appliance Ser
1968 Camaro,nice. Call vice 202 S. 5th St
mine. and
my
753-0009 before 4PM.
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 .
siding and Aluminu
1971 K a r mann Ghia 753 8886(home).
trim for all houses. It
convertible new top
stops pointing,
collectors item $2300.
ROBINSON
Call 753 0717 after tip.rq.
Jock Glover
1972 Olds, Delta, runs
ROOF
good, good tires, body
PROBLEMS?
rough. Call 759 9653.
'Licensed electrician for
DAY
1972 Pontiac Catalina. 4
Need a second opi- residential and com753-5292
mercial. Heating and
door, excellent condi.
'53-3716
nion? Build-up or aircondition, gas in
lion. 5425 or best offer
FREE ESTi r.• 'rE
Residential. Local stal lotion and repair.
753 9535.
references. Coll Hugh Phone 753-7203.
1972 VW good condition
radial tires. $laso 753
Outland, 759-1718 or 16
8124.
753.8076.
1975 Honda Civic 5
speed, great mileage,
Gift cheque books now on sale at the
runs good. 51350. Call
Blackford House Gallery. Over $350 in
753 0717After 6o.m,
1976 Chevy Monza good
gift cheques sponsored by over 40 local
Campbell's Tree Ser
gas mileage. 753 9261
vice. Topping, trimmechants just $29.95.
after 40.m,
ming, removing. Full
Every book you purchase earns $1.00
6
insurance. Call 1.5270918.
the Murray Fire Department's toy
for
Carpet and linoleum
drive for needy children. Let your
installation carpentry
and general home rep
generosity help those who can't help
air and remodeling
themselves while your purchase earns a
Reasonable rates 753
1977
Pacer 6
0770, ask for Bob.
_
win the $1000 first prize or

49. Used Cars

PAINT IN

Shopping Spree

For
Sale

cylinder Delux.
.
Loaded, low IAletiess Service Cs.
Lithe',
milage, mint convial
alum, ael
custom trim were.
dition. 26 MPG,
Iteteresces. Call lilt Ed
753-7113.

chance to
five second prizes of S100 each or seven
third prizes of limited edition prints. Stop
by the Blackford House Gallery and see
the incredible values or call 753-8301.

Bei ley . 113-0611.

Dial-it-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
CHIMNEY
SWEEPING
SERVICE
Clean it now.
Later you may
have to wait. 4354348 or 7624792.

6 a.m.-Allidnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
153-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
153-3151

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Atomise* alai Yksol
Siang, Custom trine
References.
work.
Call

Will Ed

toiler,

753 0611.

Police
911

elflo
Quality Service
Company
Nearing and Air Con
ditioning Saler. Sales
and Serrote Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290

47. Motorcycles

2 bath
with

3 bedroom,

home

marvelous view,
overlooking main
channel of Kentucky Lake. Patio,
carport, outside
storage,
worleshop. Five
beautiful wooded
acres. Quiet cove

for dock. $82,500.
Ko • rud Resit

1977 Yamaha 650, good
condition $850
Call
753 0912 or 753.2997 ask
for Al.
1978 Yamaha Enduro
125
Excellent condi
tion. Less than 4000
miles used on road only,.
Call 75,3 8811 after 5p. m
1980 Suzuki 'GS •050G.
fully dressed. 753. 2706
after 5p.m
1980 Yamaha SR 250
Exciter I with
mini shield, mirrors.
side stand, color red.
Excellent condition,
1000 MileS. $950 ,
helmets available
Phone /SI9907,

RANDY
THORNTON

AIR
CONDITIONING INC.
HEATING AND

Carrier

Poison
Control

9mouly•
OMNI KIRKE
CABINETS IL VINTON
WOODWORKING
•correme usellr

The wrier looter for sales
sod service. a Nome oaf
Collemey Collett 102
atoolowt

753-8181

753-7588

*CMSSy IIIITCONN
CAMPS

753-5940
1212 MAM

KEY
AUTO PARTS
South
Money, Ky.
New and Used date
Hwy. 121

Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,

Auto Accessories.,

753-5500

411,t. 12 IMF. 1111 Kit %'i

".Jul) 19, IVO
ks.. Lls.111.4.14 & 1 111E% Moeda,

Flat-rate tax system: does it sound to good to be true?

OBITUARIES
Jerry Smith dies Saturday
Mr. Snuth, 50, 1669
Ryan Ave., died Saturday
at 6 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He had been
stricken ill at his home
late Friday night.
The deceased was a used car dealer and a
member of a Baptist
Church. Born July 18,
1932, in Missouri, he was
the son of Ruth Lofton
Smith Tabers and the late
Ray Smith.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Juanita Cope
Smith, to whom he was
married on May 8, 1948;
his mother, Mrs. Ruth
Tabers, Rt. 3; four
daughters, Mrs. Gloria
Collins, Rt. 5, Mrs. Debra
Culp, Calvert City, Mrs.
Mrs. Nora Lee Higgins, Connie Butler, Rt. 5, Ben90, Rt. 1, Hardin, died ton, and Miss Sabrina
Sunday at 5:58 p.m. at Smith, 1669 Ryan Ave.
Also surviving are
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. Her three brothers, Raford
husband, Laudie Higgins, Smith, Metropolis,
and Melvin Smith and
died in 1956.
The deceased was a Norman Smith, Rt. 3;
member of West Fork nine grandchildren.
His mother-in-law,
Baptist Church in
Calloway County. Born Mrs. Lava Baughn, Rt. 1,
March 2, 1892, in Trigg Alt-no, and a sister-in-law
County, she was the and a brother-in-law,
daughter of the late John Wanda and Alva Mathis,
A. Savells and Ella Smith also survive.
Savells.
Mrs. Higgins is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Wilson Weaver, Rt. 1,
Hardin; one sister, Mrs.
Joseph Thornton, 68,
Charlotte Turner, Cadiz; Hamlin, Pine Bluff
half sister, Mrs. Wavel Shores Subdivision, died
Cassity, Murray; half today at 7:55 a.m. at
brother, Joseph Higgins, Murray-Calloway County
Cadiz; seven grand- Hospital.
children; eight greatA retired farmer and
grandchildren.
carpenter, he was a
She was preceded in member of New Mt.
death by two sons, Grant Carmel Baptist Churcli.
Higgins and Garfield Hig- Born Oct. 25, 1913, he was
gins, and a granddaught, the son of the late Joseph
Mrs. Ann Higgins Conn Thornton and
Washer.
Sonoma Poyner ThornThe funeral will be ton.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
Survivors include his
the chapel of Goodwin wife, Mrs. Murrell
Funeral Home, Cadiz. Outland Thornton, to
The Rev. Otis Jones will whom he was married
officiate. Burial will Sept. 15, 1934; four
follow in Turner daughters, Mrs. Freddie
Cemetery in Land Bet- (JoAnn) Owen,Memphis,
ween the lakes.
Tenn., Mrs. Jerry
Friends may call at the (Margaret) Camp and
funeral home after 4 p.m. Mrs. Dan (Judy) Wall,
Tuesday.
Murray, and Mrs.
Charles (Sonoma I Lamb,
New Concord; two sons,
Robert Thornton, South
Haven, Miss., and Ronnie
Thornton, Mayfield.
Also surviving are two
Mrs. Lottie Pearl brothers. Tazz Thornton,
Rowland, 79, Rt. 1, Almo, Murray, and Hubert
died Saturday at 11:40 Thornton, Fort Myers,
p.m. at her home. She Fla.; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
was the wife of Reuben E. Marjorie Thornton,
Rowland who died March Westland, Mich.; eight
6, 1979.
grandchildren; five
The deceased was a great-grandchildren.
member of the Bethel
Blalock -Coleman
United Methodist Church. Funeral Home will be in
Born Oct. 16, 1902, in charge of funeral and
Calloway County, she burial arrangements.
was the son of the late
John R. Allen and Minnie
Lee Wood Allen.
Mrs. Rowland is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. E.R. (Mavis;
Schroader and Mrs.
Mrs. Janie Peal BirdThomas (Judy ; Lamb,
Jr., and two sons, Robert song, 95, Murray, died
E. Rowland, Sr., and Sunday at 11 a.m. at
Clyde A. Rowland, all of Shady Lawn Nursing
Home,Cadiz.
Rt. 1, Almo.
She was a member of
Also surviving are a
foster daughter, Mrs. the Cumberland Baptist
Cletus (Nita ) Nanney, Church in Trigg County.
Sterling Heights, Mich.; Born Jan. 22, 1887, in
12 grandchildren; eight Trigg County,she was the
daughter of the late Jeff
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sears and Lydia Wallace
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the Sears.
Survivors include one
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home. son, Rex Peal, Trigg
The Rev. Layne Shanklin, County; two sisters, Mrs.
the Rev. Julian Warren Mamie Turner, Murray,
and the Rev. Dean and Mrs. Lois Chumbler,
Woodard will officiate. Benton; half sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Oneida White will be Alma Plurnblee, Poteau,
Okla.
soloist.
The funeral will be
Pallbearers will be
Tommy Schroeder, Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Dickie Schroader, David chapel of the Goodwin
Lamb, Steve Rowland, Funeral Home, Cadiz.
Bobby Rowland and The Rev. Irvin Darnell
Robin Rowland, grand- will officiate. Burial will
sons. Burial will follow in follow in the Little River
Martin's Chapel Cemetery near Cadiz.
Friends may call at the
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. tonight Monday).(
funeral home.
Services for Jerry G.
Smith are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home
The Rev. Ray Carter of
Sharpe Baptist Church is
officiating. Mrs Oneida
White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Barry
Wallace, Jason Wallace,
C.E. Cain, Wells Purdom,
Jr., Darin Garner and
Billy Hutchens. Burial
will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.

Mrs. Higgins
dies; rites
Wednesday

J. Thornton
dies today

Mrs. Rowland
dies; services
are today

Mrs. Birdsong
dies; funeral
on Tuesday

Dock Perry's
rites today
Dock Perry,61,formerly of Almo, of Detroit,
Mich., died at a hospital
there.
Born April 26, 1921, at
Almo, he was the son of
the late Arthur Perry and
Linda Skinner Perry. He
was a retired brick
mason.
He is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Nettie
Cogdell, Murray, and
Mrs. Clara Stubblefield,
Rt. 1, Almo; four
brothers, Fred Perry,
Murray, Jewel Perry,
Paducah, Ottie Perry,
Detroit, Mich., and John
Perry, Capron, Va., one
aunt, Mrs. Opal Lindsey,
Paducah.
The funeral was today
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Charles T. Cole Funeral
Home, Detroit. Burial
was in a cemetery there.

By LOU/1E000K
Associated Preis Writer
It sounds too good to be
true
A simple income
tax system with lower
rates for most people and
more money for the U.S.
Treasury.
It probably IS too good
to be true. But that hasn't
stopped the politicians
from talking about some
kind of flat-rate tax
system and hearings on
the subject have been
scheduled in September.
The idea behind a flatrate tax is neither new
nor complicated. Supporters argue that lower
tax rates, combined with
fewer deductions, exemp-

tions or credits No
special tax treatment of
certain types of income
like capital gams. No
depreciation schedules
No exempted income,
meaning many people
would have to report the
value of things like
employer-paid health insurance or Social Security benefits.
That kind of system,
however, is highly unlikely. "Nobody is talking absolute flat rate," said
Elsie Watters, director of
research for the Tax
Foundation, Inc , a nonprofit, non-partisan
research group in
Washington, D.C.

Fire causes partial evacuation

non where the plant is damaged some windows
Texas
An explosion and located was fringed by a of area businesses, said
fire raced through a residential area, but that Larry Todd of the Texas
small petroleum refinery evacuations would not be Department of Public
in this southeast Texas ci- necessary.
Safety.
ty Sunday night, injuring
The explosion took
Patterson said eight of
12 people and forcing the place at 6:29 p.m., said the injured were airlifted
partiol evacuation of a
Leila Bailey, a dispatcher from the plant to Hernearby nursing home, of- with the Baytown Fire mann Hospital in Houston
ficials said.
Department.
by Life Flight, a
The extent of the inThe blast blew out the helicopter rescue service
juries at the Chemical windows of the St. James affiliated with the
Exchange Industries House, a nursing home, hospital.
plant was not known,said according to adLife Flight communicaMiss Elizabeth Jackson Baytown Assistant City ministrator Elizabeth tions supervisor Flora
died Friday at Murray- Manager Larry Patter- Alexander. She said one Walker said she did not
man was hit by flying know how serious the
Calloway County son.
"We're still trying to glass and needed four burns were.
Hospital.
determine what stitches to close a wound.
Patterson said two of
Survivors include a chemicals are involved
About 20 of the home's the injured were treated
sister, Mrs. Marie here," Patterson said, 86 patients were
moved and released, and two
Jackson Harris, Harvey, adding that they were not after the blast, Ms. Alex- were at
John ,ASealy
III.; four brothers, Paul toxic.
ander said.
Hospital in GalvekOR in
Jackson, Chicago, Ill..
Patterson said the secThe explosion also undetermined condition.
Frederick Jackson,
Paducah, Joseph
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
Jackson, Murray, and T.
DuBois Jackson, Indianapolis, Ind.
BAYTOWN,

(AP) —

Miss Jackson
dies; funeral
at Mt. Horeb

She was a member of
the Mt. Horeb Baptist
Church, Murray, where
the wake will be from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery
with the arrangements by
Hamock Funeral Home,
Paducah.

HAIRSPRAY
Hairspray will remove
ballpoint-pen ink from
vinyl upholstery.

KLINT KELLEN

maYFIELD

+416

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
ArnerICIN Telephone
Clwyd*.
Noon
Ford
GAP
General Dynanors
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

n...
34 v i,
544 •1.
534 4 1.
14 -4
314 par
54% +4
114 40.
SI`,

1-.•

47 *i.
534 -4
II
,.,

flat-rate tax for adjusted
gross incomes up to
$25,000 for single people
and 840,000 for married
couples. A surtax of up to
14 percent would be imposed on incomes above
that level. The top federal
Income tax rate would be
cut from 50 percent to 28
percent.
Bradley and Gephardt
estimate that only about
20 percent of all taxpayers would pay more
than the 14 percent flat
rate. Overall, they say,60
percent to 70 percent of
all taxpayers would pay
less than they would
under existing law.
PANCAKES
To stop pancakes from
sticking, rub a slice of
raw potato on the griddle.

Corn Austin will
be closed Tuesday
20th to prepare
for final markdown
sale starts Wednesday
Jul 21st - 9:00 a.m.

of44-77A
y16 4
th Street Murray
753.3149

11M11111111111111§W

247 0673 0, 1 800

67 50 few good 55.5-50 00. choice 303
565 Lb calves 5230-21 00
Feeder steers medium from. 1 300505 lbs 65 0545 00, 500470 lbs 62.54135. 700-955 lb. 58 0041 50, medium
frarne 2 30540) Ibis 555-42,34. 500-710
lbs 56 0042 00, Large frame 2 rrioetly
Holsteins 396400 lb. SOS-SO 50. MAIM
lb. 51 50-63 75. few 960 llos 413 00. heifers
medium frame 1 303500 lbs 54 00-58 25,
503715 lbs 54 00-57 25, medium frame 1
300-500 !be 47 0044 00 500-755 lbs 45 95545
Hogs 750. barrows and gills 55 higher
after opening 50-75 higher. 1-2 215-20
lbs 60 75-41 03, these to 41 45 early , 2
200-275 lbs 60 2360 75, 34215-VS lb.
5/ 50.400. 3 275-345 lbs 50.5.50 it. sow
1 032 CO higher. 1-2 300-350 lbs 5195.
53.95. 350-400 lb. 53 00-54.00, 400-500 lbs
54.00-54_50.

592 3488

Catfish Special

Hog
market
Federal-State Market News Serve,July 19,
1/82
Redick,/ Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Include 6 Buying &alms
Flereipts Act. at Est_ SU Barrows 4 Gills
steady-Z Wiff Sorra 1601dy-.68 higher
1111.111111.23 few N SC
US 1.2no•maibi.
US 22/14101110.
Nana*
moos
L35 200501s
USN MVO*
OM* 503
$aw
La 14VHSlba
at041 So
US 14104•66.
160 50-52.01
lX1441114111110.
151 00.63 OD
51411141115.
153 0355 00
$49 50-50 50
5145505.
Bans04

Wed. 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Catfish Plate
French Fries, Cole Slaw
and Hush Puppies

tog. $3.95

cum

IN ova

$229

Vctitrt

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Goodyear
17.1(00
li...i.im
1 B fill
J C Penney
Jerks
R Mart
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobacco
Mende*.

0f.
274 +
434 444
obtrude
04 +4
5113 214A
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544 +4
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REVIVAL

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.
Ladies
leans

Tank Top
& Shorts

$12"

$366

Pair

EVANGELIST
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN

HEY WARD ROBERTS, PASTOR
WILLIAM B. MILLER, SONG LEADER

EVERYONE WELCOME
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Oxford Cloth
Perm Press
Solids
Prints

Pair
Reg. to $12.00

Reg. $4.99

Men's
Sport & Dress
Shirts

Pistor. FNMA Baptist Chord
Ky
Formerly stints.

Olympic Plaza
Murray

1 Table
Ladies
Shoes
$500

Boys'
Short Sets

Reg
to
SIB 50

Flint
Baptist Church
July 19-25
1:30 nightly

Tow

KY

Livestock market
1.01.JISVILLE.Ky 1AP
USDA —
Fotimated receipts cattle and calves
1100. slaughter steers steady. slaugMer
heifers 60 to I 00 lower sughter cows
opening 1 00 lower. bulls steady.
slaughter calves and embers ateridy.
Fred.,, opening needy
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 900-1160
lbs 61 00-66 60 mixed good and (1101et 23 110-1365 1b6 60 0044 5, some 1340-1470
lbs dairytireds 54 0358 25 good 5-3 001560 lb. 55 03-60 00 slaughter borers
choice 2-4100-1050 lbe 61 50-63 40. mixed
good and choice 2-3 750-1075 lbs 56 00
III it. good 34150-350 to. 51 34.035.
alaughter cows early sales utility 1.3
37 00-42 50. few high dressing individuals 43 51-455 cutter 1.1 35 03
OD is slaughter bulls grade 1 1501550
the 53 00-57 06, slaughter calves and
vealers[Mk! 20-50 lb vealers 64.03

Stock market
Industrial Average

Figuring out where you
stand under the different
proposals is difficult,
because most are still in
the planning stages. In
general, however, you
will be better off if most
of your deductions are
fairly standard —
medical, state and local
income taxes, charitable
contributions — and if
most of your income
comes from salary or
wages and already is subject to tax.
One specific proposal
which has been getting a
lot of attention comes
from Sen. Bill Bradley,
D-N.J., and Rep. Richard
A. t)ephardt, D-Mo. Their
proposal retains the basic
deductions claimed by
the majority of taxpayers
and calls for a 14 percent,

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.

Ladies
Summer Wear

2 Fossil)
Values to S9 N
Reg. to $IN

eiewi

eso

Scott Sanders dies today
Scott T. Sanders, 72, Rt.
Also surviving are
1, Dexter, died today at three sisters, Mrs Fan10:55 a.m. at Murraynie Bell Merritt, Mrs
Calloway County Audrey Fronts and Ms
Hospital.
Ines Sanders, and three
He is survived by two brothers, Marvin. ArchLe
daughters, Mrs. Oval and Layton Sanders, all
Turner, Rt. 3, and Mrs. oftvansville. Ind.; eight
William Gardner, Rt. I, grandchildren; three
Dexter, two ions, James great-grandchildren.
Sanders, Hammond,Ind.,
Max Churchill Funeral
and Robert Sanders, Home will be in charge of
Hopkinsville.
arrangements

tions and loopholes,
would make the system
fairer. A fairer system,
they say, would give people less incentive to
cheat. And that would
boost
tax collections,
since the Internal
Revenue System now
estimates that it loses
about $95 billion a year in
taxes on income that goes
into the "underground"
economy — income that
generally is earned but
never reported.
In its purest form, a
flat-rate tax system
would set a basic rate for
all income over a
relatively modest level.
There would be no deduc-

78 Chevrolet Silverado
Block, long bed, wheels, roils, tool box,
slide rear window, AM-FM, power
steer
ing, power brakes, air.

$5,277.00

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
sitOrais GM

753-2617
641S.
Murro

Children's
Summer Wear

$3—$4—$5

Men's Belted
Casual
Slacks

Plastic
Tumblers

4

for

$1 00

$13
"
Values to $1.50

Reg S16.98

Holds 30 oz

